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Black Eyes in the Forest
Margaret Clennett
Jean was famous. At every hut there were comments on the lines of
"You really exist! You must be incredibly tough." Walkers in both
directions on the trail would pause in admiration. "We've heard
about you. You're the lady with two black eyes."
The accident had happened on day one of the week's hike. Jean
Drummond, Steph Macdonald and I were in Tasmania, doing the
Overland Track. We had travelled by bus that morning from
Launceston to Cradle Mountain National Park, then via shuttle bus to
Ronny's Creek where we shouldered our sacks and headed off along
the boardwalk, which snaked into the distance through tussocks and
boulders. An easy start, but this was reputed to be one of the hardest
days of the trail. You have the heaviest sack, with a week's food, you
are perhaps not as fit as you would like, and there are some steepish
ascents. Cradle Mountain itself is an optional extra, but at least you
do it unladen, dumping sacks halfway through the day tor an out-andback side trip.
Of course, Jean and I went for the peak, the initially gentle track
disappearing when it reached giant boulders and steeper terrain. Then
came a descent into a rocky bowl, a scramble up the other side, and
soon we were on the summit. Close at hand were tottering towers on
Cradle's ridges; in the distance were the hills and valleys we would
cross over the next tew days. Returning over the boulder field I heard
a cry, and turned to see Jean lying face down and still. Dead?
Concussed? Broken limbs? There was no-one else around. Then she
moved and said she was OK. First appearances showed a slight graze
on her forehead and a deep puncture wound to the leg. We
descended slowly and carefully to the sacks, cleaned her up, then just
kept going.
I was concerned about more possible hazards at an "exposed
cirque" mentioned in the route description, but the trail was
windblasted rather than delicate, and did not cause any problems.
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After a 7Vz hour day we reached Waterfall hut. Here Jean was given a
thorough going-over by a passing nurse, who was adamant she should
return to civilisation next day, as her leg wound was inevitably septic,
despite the liberal dusting of antibiotic powder Steph had provided.
Dire repercussions, involving fever, amputation or worse would come
to pass if she continued further into the wilderness. Her response was
to cover up the cleaned wound with padding, plaster and polythene,
and not look at it for several days.
Jean awoke next morning with a livid eye, so swollen she could not
see, but she was adamant she wanted to continue. She felt fine, with
not even a headache. Steph and I, long familiar with the Drummond
drive, weren't going to argue; we wanted to go on too, and besides, if
an emergency did arise, this so-called wilderness did seem to be more
populated than some places we had been in. We left around midday,
after the wind had dropped, and took a leisurely 4 Vi hours to
Windermere Hut, under cloudless skies and with fantastic views. We
paddled in Lake Windermere, sun-bathed, and at dusk, on the way to
the loo, saw Bennett's wallabies feeding by the light of the full moon.
They would look up as people passed, then carry on grazing.
A brief mention about the very impressive composting toilets, the
pride and joy of the Park. Housed in tall wooden buildings, the loos
were up a short flight of stairs, were remarkably odour free, and very
clean. Each cubicle had a large bin of rice husks, and you put a potful
of husks down the pan after use. Liquids and solids filtered into
separate tanks at ground level, and helicopters transported the tanks
to and from a processing plant.
All the huts had wooden tent platforms nearby, and we were
surprised but pleased to find that most people preferred to camp. You
can't pre-book hut places; we had no tents, but there was always
plenty of room in the huts.
Our third day brought rain. We left the open moor behind, and
had a soggy day bog-trotting, tree-root hopping, tip-toeing over
collapsed boardwalks and wading through muddy puddles. Frog Flats,
a halfway landmark we were looking forward to, turned out to be just
a marshy clearing. Jean could now see with both eyes, but her cheek
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was turning purple. After a long 6 hours we reached Pelion Hut, the
largest hut on the walk with some 60 beds, at the confluence of four
paths. A wet Saturday, and the hut was crowded, but we bagged beds
and set about drying our kit - including Steph's sleeping bag and
Jean's plane ticket. Being cool Brits this didn't cause any panic, but
when we saw leeches on our legs we shrieked, and ruined our
reputation as tough Pommies. Put salt on them, and the leeches drop
off; the locals kindly obliged, as salt was something we had forgotten.
A rest day next, and we dawdled up to Pelion Gap next day
unladen. Being an opportunist peak-bagger, I couldn't resist the
chance to tick Mount Ossa, the highest on Tassie. True to form, I
managed to lose the path, and did a Diff scramble up a gully instead.
Cloud was watting round the summit, so I had a late lunch lower
down, with views of Cathedral Peak and Pelion East, both shapely
cones, and unidentifiable long flat ridges and organ-pipe cliffs. Steph
and Jean had a pleasant stroll up Pelion East. Jean now had two black
eyes and still refused to be photographed.
Day five saw us back at Pelion Gap, glad of our ticks the previous
day, as both peaks were hidden by mist. A guided group was having
an early lunch, and we eagerly accepted their offer of some cold pizza.
After the dehydrated rubbish we had been eating it was delicious.
Thus fortified, we ambled down the other side of the pass and
through the forest to Kia Ora hut, a small building with fine views of
Mount Massif. We spent the afternoon sunbathing, but our
relaxation was marred when we discovered that somehow our
calculations had gone wrong. Next day we would have to do a double
march to be in time to catch the bus we had booked out to Hobart the
day after. Day six was therefore going to be 19k. We could not,
however, face eating the extra dinner we were carrying.
A prompt start, and an hour or so down the trail we met some of
the campers who had been leapfrogging with us on the trail. An
American, Bruce, had been doing the same stages as us since day 1,
and he persuaded Jean to let him take her photo. The eyes were
improving, but the cheeks were purple, turning to a greyish yellow
lower down her face. Thankfully, he never sent her a copy. Onwards
again, and we were glad we hadn't opted to stay further along the trail
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at Windy Ridge hut; the name was a complete misnomer as the hut
was oppressively enclosed by trees, and not windy at all. However, it
did provide shelter from the drizzle tor a quick lunch. The rain then
set in for good, and we tramped on through a dripping forest.
We took six hours to the last hut, Narcissus, and arrived to find a
woodburner sending out some welcome warmth, and some eccentric
characters in residence. An all-knowing, very earnest British couple
were Tassie experts, but they did lend us their stove when ours became
irretrievable blocked. An Aussie lady appeared to be allergic to almost
any food you mentioned it was a wonder she could eat at all, let alone
hike . We did our leech screeching again to the amusement of the
locals who came to our rescue. After some difficulty about which
buttons to press when, I eventually succeeded in working the radio
telephone to book us places on the small ferry tor next morning. "St
Clair, this is Narcissus. Over." Around dinner time Bruce staggered
in, sodden. He was so cold and wet he elected to sleep on the floor
rather than pitch a soaking tent for his last night. But everyone's
night was disturbed by an insistent rustling - not mice, but a black,
rat-like rodent, a quoll, a Tassie speciality, which kept creeping in
under the hut door till some kind person shooed it out and blocked
up the gap.
The boat took a mere 20 minutes down a grey and gloomy Lake St
Clair, with cloud and yet more drizzle hiding any views; to walk would
have been a five hour forest march, so most people opt for the ferry.
At the far end of the lake was a Visitor Centre serving real food, and
before the bus came to take us back to real civilisation there was time
for a blow-out, a feast of bacon, scrambled egg and hash browns.
Scrumptious. Jean had her first look in a mirror tor a week and was
aghast, but by now there was little to see ot her spectacular colours;
her cheeks were just a bit grey, the magentas and blues now historical
details on photos taken by strangers.
Postscript: Jean was checked out at hospital in Hobart. The head
wound was healed, the black eyes and purple cheeks caused by nonserious haemorrhages resulting from the bang of flesh on rock. The
leg gash was mending well, with no sign of any infection. " I knew it
would be all right", Jean said.
8
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The Crux
Stella Adams

Steadily 1 stand between earth and sky
The drop glanced only by my unconscious eye.
My foothold fashioned by some elemental hand
Rain on stone or maybe wind blown sand.

Down below my feet the face is sheer
Poised, breathing gently, I control my fear.
My mind upward strains, my eyes scan
Indentations that will solve the next rock span.

I'll move only when I trust enough and believe.
When fears abated, my hands secured, then I'll leave.
To take control and climb the route I chose
Providing physical answers to mental questions posed.

Determined now, I move up over grooves and cracks
Feeling their rough coarse grain, their gritty depths
Exhilarated and strengthened by climbing, so
I reaffirm myself, and confirm what I already know.
Success or failure results from mental plan
I can when I really think I can.
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Recipe for an Irish Cocktail
(Mountains ofMourne, Whitsun 2005)
Judith Brown

The goal set for the trip seemed impossible, a dream, an objective
born of the arrogant hubris of a group ot women who thought they
could achieve anything they wanted. Fifty-seven cocktails in one
weekend! OK, it was a long weekend, but honestly, this seemed a tall
order even by hardened Pinnacle Club standards.
The rucksacks being unloaded from the cars at Tory Cottages
clinked with climbing gear whilst the dark clouds swirling around the
mountains suggested that their contents might be redundant. Then
came the Sainsbury's bags and the clinking that emanated from them
was of a different order, the slightly edgy ring of glass on glass, the
noise that sets that guilty doubt in your mind as you drive to the bottle
bank that surely you couldn't possibly have drunk that much since the
last visit. Unlike the rucksacks which were unceremoniously dumped
wherever there was room, the bright orange bags were secreted away in
the second cottage.
Among the maps and guidebooks on the table, there lurked The
Ultimate Cocktail Manual and a bottle of Angostura's Bitters. Clearly
some kind of witchcraft was afoot.
Cottage Number One rose to an unpromising day and set ott into
impending Irish gloom, our efforts rewarded by superb ridge walking
and delightful (it intermittent) views. At one point our route took us
along the picturesquely named Brandy Pad, a smugglers route. No
Sainsbury's bags back then, just barrels ot the stuff spirited through
the mountains in the depth of night. As the mist thickened on the
summit of Slieve Donard we almost imagined ourselves back in those
turbulent times except that the thought of the Excise Men visiting
Cottage Number Two was too scary to contemplate.
Dinner preparations started with the interweaving of crockery and
glasses from the two cottages and the transmigration of chairs. Then
10
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we were summoned to the laboratory to sample the first results of the
alchemical experiments under way in Cottage Two. There was a
slightly possessed look in Fred's eye as she decanted strange liquids
from the silver measure. Maureen looked more serene = no doubt due
to pre-prandial experimental sampling. Was it Tequila Sunrise that
night? Memories are as cloudy as the mountains.
The next day was very windy and not entirely due to the
indulgences of the night before. Breakaway groups slipped off in
various directions. For some, reconnaissance of the crags on the
promise of a sunny day tomorrow, for others a visit to the supermarket
for more essential supplies.
Dinner was an action replay of the night before, but in reverse, as
chairs and crockery were shuttled across the lawn to Cottage Two.
This time we were staying in the lab. There was some serious drinking
to be done. Fred and Maureen were keeping count, for most of us an
impossible task after the ingestion of several Harvey Wallbangers.
However, there are some hard heads in the Pinnacle Club, so when
the day dawned bright, wall banging was exactly what we did, on
superb granite. The walk-in up the Annalong Valley was short and of a
gradient amenable to slight headaches, but Lower Cove had all the
imposing atmosphere of a high mountain crag. Classics were knockedoff with all the nonchalance and style of confirmed lushes. It was a
grand day of climbing. Something to celebrate. So, of course, we did.
It was the last night, we had conquered the imposing heights of the
Mountains of Mourne, and Maureen and Fred were sharing a
birthday. Indiscrete to say which, but there's a clue in the number of
cocktails we had set out to consume. The birthday girls were "cooking
on gas". Corks popped and sugar-cubes dropped, as brandy glugged
and bitters were measured by Fred, no longer looking like a sorcerer's
apprentice, more like the Master Alchemist who has truly
discovered the secret of turning base metal into gold. It's a champagne
cocktail. One or three of those and life itself is gilded. Tasteful little
cocktail umbrellas sprouted from glasses and behind ears. Certain
people who normally know better began to sing. Such was the
mysterious magic of the champagne cocktail that no-one objected.
II
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There was even applause. It's a well-known fact that alcohol
can make you go blind; that night was testimony to the fact that it can
also make you deaf.

Left to right: Val Hennelly, Judith Brown, Helen Copeland, Fred Reynolds,
Diana Proudfoot, Sue Williscroft, Maureen Foster, Dee Gaffney, Sally
Macintyre, Pamela Holt

Climbing blood was up for our last morning, but first of all we had
to undertake the Great Unravelling. Chairs and plates and casserole
dishes, not to mention glasses, were redistributed between our
households in a vague semblance of their original deposition. It was a
task almost as complex as trying to separate the constituent parts of a
cocktail once it's been through the shaker. Unravelling the three star
routes at Pigeon Mountain crag was simple by comparison. The
morning was overcast but not our spirits. Maureen put on her rock
boots and floated up the classic severe, still imbued with the magic of
12
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the night before. Then, reluctantly, we went our separate ways
homeward by air and sea, Belfast a stark counterpoint to the Irish mist
and mystery of the mountains.
Cocktails are made through the careful blending of mutually
enhancing ingredients to create something that is strong, exciting and
greater than the sum of its parts. Certainly an appropriate metaphor
for the Pinnacle Club that weekend.

Editor's note: as she admits, Judith is a little hazy on some of the details.
I am happy to maintain historical accuracy by reporting that Harvey
Wallbangers were not in fact consumed. Having checked with my fellow
alchemist I can confirm that the cocktail to which Judith refers is called Damn
the Weather. I say no more.

13
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Behind the Roof of the World
Gill Nisbet
The Annapurna Circuit must surely rate as one of the world's great
walks. Its attraction for me is the extremely varied geography leading
to vast differences in botanical zones, climate, even anthropology and
religion. You begin in the sub-tropical foothills, well populated by
Hindu races from the plains with their agriculture of rice and
bananas; go behind the main Himalayan chain into a cold desert, akin
to the Tibetan plateau, sparsely peopled by Buddhist races of Tibetan
origin; then return to the steamy foothills. Not only does the walk take
you behind some of the highest mountains in the world, but also into
the deepest valley in the world, that of the Kali Gandaki, between the
giants of Annapurna I and Dhaulagiri. The anticlockwise circuit goes
up the Marshyangdi Valley, past the medieval town of Manang in the
dry upper valley and up to Phedi at the foot of the Thorong-La. This
pass at 17, 770 feet (5416m) is the highpoint and crux of the circuit.
From the pass you descend to the holy town of Muktinath and then to
the Kali Gandaki valley, which is followed down past Jomsom to the
road. Both the Marshyangdi Khola and the Kali Gandaki rise in Tibet
and cut through the main Himalayan chain, 'behind the root ot the
world'. The route thus encircles all the Annapurna peaks and the 'fishtail' mountain, Machapuchare.
This account is as the leader of a commercial trekking group and as
well as sharing personal highlights ot the trip I hope to give an idea ot
some ot the highs and lows ot a leader. Having worked for this
particular company tor a couple of years, I was delighted to be offered
the Annapurna Circuit. I had led shorter treks in the Annapurna
region, but this was the big one, the one I really wanted to do. I would
also be working with a Sirdar (Rajendra) with whom I had worked
before, who was excellent at his job and with whom I got on really
well. So everything looked set tor a good trek. The company tends to
attract people who are adventurous tourists, looking for a different
kind of holiday, rather than serious walkers or trekkers. However this
three-week camping trek was advertised as for experienced trekkers
14
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only, so I was optimistic that I would get some good walkers for a
change. However I was a bit taken aback when meeting my group at
the airport to find that one of the clients appeared totally unsuitable
for the task ahead. She could only be described as fat and had in tow
an extremely large suitcase on wheels - for trekking!? She was a travel
agent and when a friend and his wife booked on this trip, she decided
she would like to go too (I think she fancied the bloke! Anyway, she
had camped as a kid, but had never done any serious walking and had
never trekked before! However first impressions are not always reliable
and the rest of the group looked OK, so I reserved judgement for a
while.
We flew from Kathmandu to Pokhara, and then a private bus took
us for a couple of hours to the start of the trek to the east of Pokhara.
We stopped for lunch on the way and several of the clients took the
opportunity to have a bottle of beer. First mistake! - drinking alcohol
and trekking in the heat of the day is not a good combination! We
only had to trek for a couple ot hours that afternoon but it was all
uphill and it was quite hot and sticky. The first section was up stone
steps, which a plaque informed us had been built for the benefit of
trekkers by the local Women's Group. I suppose this is the equivalent
of our Women's' Institute, and they certainly seem to be responsible
for a lot of good work. As usual, it is the women who get things done!
Anyway 'the fat girl' found these steps really hard work. (This is what
Raj, the Sirdar, called her. It was not unkind or critical - in Nepal, if
you are fat it is a sign of wealth and affluence and is to be admired!)
She was sweating profusely, was obviously totally unfit and the beer
hadn't helped! However she wasn't the only one, there was another
woman who was also finding it difficult. This raises a difficult
question for the leader: when to send someone back? I am always very
reluctant to do this; hoping that with help and encouragement they
will be able to make it. But you also have to consider the effect on the
rest of the group. If you have trained for months to get yourself fit for
the trek, you are not going to be too happy about another member of
the group who obviously shouldn't be there! Raj and I discussed the
situation and decided to see how she got on over the next day or two.
On arrival at camp, the tents were already up and I allocated them to
15
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the members of the group. I explained that shortly a bowl of warm
water would be brought to their tents. One of the group was rather
confused by this. He asked what he was supposed to do with the water
- drink it? Of course it was intended for washing! It turned out that
although he was a strong walker he had never trekked before or
camped in his life. It was a steep learning curve - he didn't even know
whether the hood on his sleeping bag went underneath or on top!
Assume nothing!
The next two days were fairly easy walking, passing through small
villages and meeting lots of local people. It was autumn, and the rice
was being harvested with plenty to see along the trail. Rajendra
decided to do his bit for the environment and began collecting litter
along the trail. A couple of Sherpas helped, and 1 or 2 of the group.
At lunchtime and at the end of the day, the litter was burnt. It was
interesting that most of the wrappers collected were from products the
local people used rather than trekkers. The most common wrappers

The upper Marshyangdi valley and Annapurna II

16
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were from chewing tobacco! The locals were creating the litter, not the
visitors. Raj hoped that by setting an example, they would think about
what they were doing to their environment.
Everything seemed to be going quite smoothly and I was beginning
to relax and enjoy myself when an accident happened. We were
walking along beside the river and we spotted a group of kayakers
coming down. This was fairly unusual and created a lot of interest
amongst the group. Unfortunately one of them forgot the first rule of
trekking - if you want to look around, stop! He wasn't watching where
he was going, fell over a rock and landed flat on his face. As well as
lots ot small cuts to his face and arms, he had landed on a sharp rock
and possibly cracked a rib. He was over 60, but quite an experienced
walker and was determined to continue. So after some First Aid we
continued, but I kept a close eye on him to make sure he was OK.
After a tew days walking we left the sticky confines of the lower
gorge and came to the flat open valley at Tal. We were just settling
into our camp when the Sirdar came to me and asked it I had a scalpel
in my First Aid kit. I was somewhat alarmed by this and asked why he
wanted one. Apparently one of the porters had got a large splinter of
bamboo in his calf muscle. It had gone deep inside and they wanted to
cut it out! Fortunately I didn't have a scalpel! There was a Health
Clinic in the village, where they tried, unsuccessfully, to remove the
splinter. He was in a great deal of pain and next morning he left with
a friend and some money, to walk back and get proper attention.
The next section of the trail had suffered a lot of damage from
recent landslides. It was potentially dangerous from falling rocks and
stones and I tried to persuade the group not to linger in the gullies! It
made the going rather slow and we didn't arrive at camp until after
dark. Most days however, we got to camp in reasonable time, despite
the slowness of certain members of the group, so it didn't seem
necessary to send the fat girl back!
After passing through a lovely pine forest, across the river you can
see a huge glacier-polished slab rising for thousands of feet. It looks as
if it would be wonderful to climb, but it is hard to judge the angle and

17
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it might be possible to walk up! After this the 15 mile-long upper
valley opens out before you.
This wide, dry, upper valley is the region known as Manang, in the
rain shadow ot the Annapurna range. At this point there is a choice of
trail. It is possible to continue on the main trail along the valley floor,
but it is much more interesting to take a high trail which contours
high above the valley, passing through the village of Ghyaru. We
decided to split the group for the day's walk; I took the stronger
walkers on the high trail while Raj continued with the weaker ones on
the low trail. This seemed like a good idea at the time, but in
retrospect it was perhaps a mistake. The good walkers had a taste of
what it was like to be without the weaker members of the group and
after this mutterings began about how certain people shouldn't be on
the trek and the group began to split up. However we had a wonderful
day with fantastic views of Annapurna II and it was great to be able to
go at a decent pace! The trail began by zigzagging steeply up the
hillside for 1,200ft. Here one ot the 'boy-racers' learnt a serious lesson
about the effects of altitude. He decided to show us what a good
walker he was and went ahead of the lead Sherpa, climbing far too
quickly, instead of taking things gently. By lunchtime he was feeling
the ettects of the altitude, nauseous and unable to eat. It was a very
barren, arid landscape up above the valley. The fields were in wide
terraces, but the crops of barley had been harvested and everywhere
was the colour of dust. The only precipitation in this region is snow in
winter and irrigation is from snow-melt, so by autumn everywhere is
dry and dusty. The people here are Buddhists and speak a dialect of
Tibetan. Up above the village of Ghyaru is Pisang Peak (19,945ft), a
non-technical mountain often climbed as a trekking peak. Also near
here are the trekking peaks of Chulu West and Chulu East. Eventually
we descended to the valley to rejoin the main trail near Braga. This is
the most picturesque village in the upper valley. It is at the back of a
wide meadow, encircled by cliffs ot eroded sandstone. Built into the
clitts is an ancient gompa or monastery. We had a couple of nights
camped on the meadow at Braga, to allow us to explore the nearby
town of Manang and for acclimatization.

18
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Manang (11,600ft) is a medieval walled town, built of stone with a
maze of paved narrow paths between the houses. Its construction
reflects the cold windy climate. There is a large gompa and nowadays
there are also many shops and lodges catering for the needs of
trekkers! This is the place to buy a new torch battery if you need one,
as you usually start the climb to the Thorong-La in the dark! There is
also a clinic ot the Himalayan Rescue Association, staffed by visiting
foreign doctors during the main trekking seasons. 1 was somewhat
concerned about the man who had fallen and cracked a rib as he
didn't seem to be quite himself. I felt I would like to have him
checked out before attempting the Pass. There was also a woman, on
tranquillisers, who also seemed to be struggling to acclimatise, so I
suggested they should come to the clinic with me. The doctor
(American) looked at their oxygen saturation and found they were
both rather low. He suggested they should start taking Diamox
(commonly used to counter the effects of altitude). He couldn't be
sure but thought the guy had probably cracked a rib, which was
affecting his ability to breathe properly, and said that he should not go
any further if he got any worse. I still wasn't totally happy about this
situation, so when I learnt that there was a satellite phone in Manang,
I decided to phone the office in Kathmandu to explain the situation.
To my surprise they didn't say he should return, but at least I had
passed the buck! It seems very incongruous that in this medieval town
there are shops where you can purchase almost anything and a satellite
phone! There is even a glacial lake at the foot of the glacier from
Annapurna III where you can go rowing in inflatable rafts! All the
result of visiting Westerners!
One to two days walk from Manang is the hamlet of Phedi
(14,650ft) at the foot of the Thorong-La. Originally this was probably a
few stone huts in which people going over the pass could shelter, but
now there are several lodges and it is often busy and crowded during
the trekking season. We were quite late in the season so it was fairly
quiet. Before we got to Phedi the fat girl had really been struggling,
partly because of her lack of fitness and partly because of the altitude.
She agreed that Raj should try to hire her a horse to help get her up to
the Pass. So she arrived in Phedi on horseback - like the arrival of the
queen of Sheba! Unfortunately the boy-racer also began to feel unwell
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again at Phedi. He began taking Diamox and a horse was also hired
for him in case he needed it! Then the woman of an experienced
trekking couple, who had been fine until now, went down with a bout
of diarrhoea and was very weak, so yet another horse was hired. Some
lucky locals were making a fortune out of us! Folk might have
recovered, if we could have spent a day or two at Phedi, but we didn't
have any days to spare and also Raj was worried about the weather. He
was afraid that it might snow if we waited, then we would really have
been in trouble! Ironically, the two that I had been worried about in
Manang were now feeling fine and the old guy with the cracked rib
was the first to the top of the Pass!

Windswept Thorong-La (5416m), the highest point of the Annapurna circuit
It is a climb of 3,200ft from Phedi to the Thorong-La at 17,770ft
(5416m), and it takes about 12 hours to get to Muktinath over the
other side. So we set off in the dark but it was very cold. The steepest
part of the climb is at the onset, but part way up there is a lodge where
you can rest and get a hot drink. After this the gradient eases and you
ascend gradually through an arid landscape with glimpses of snow-clad
peaks slowly emerging. The last part of the climb is the gentlest and
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the col finally appears between twin 21,270ft peaks, marked by a huge
cairn and hundreds ot colourful prayer-flags. It is a great place to be,
and there is a wonderful sense of achievement; it isn't an easy climb
tor anyone! However there was a cutting wind blowing over the Pass
and even in duvet jackets and many layers of clothing, you could not
linger for long. So after a quick lemon tea from the conveniently
situated teashop, it was off down the other side. Those who had
ascended with the aid of a four-legged friend had been dropped at the
pass and had already set off down with a Sherpa. Soon we came to
some sheltered hollows where we stopped for lunch and were all
reunited. We had all made it! For me there was a tremendous sense of
relief that we had managed to get everyone over the Pass, despite all
the problems. I think it was this that made me leave the group with
Raj after lunch, while I indulged myself and ran down the next section
to the teashop at the bottom of the hill. What a sense ot freedom!
Muktinath is the second most sacred place in Nepal for Hindus. To
anyone, it feels a special place. The temple site is surrounded by trees
- in itself something special in this arid, treeless landscape. The
holiness of the site arises from the 'magical' juxtaposition of the
elements of fire, air and water. Behind faded low curtains on the altar
inside a small Buddhist shrine can be seen the blue flames of natural
gas above a small stream ot water. The larger Hindu temple nearby is
dedicated to Vishnu and has an impressive paved courtyard with a
wall containing 108 brass water spouts in the shape of cows' heads
pouring out the pure spring water. There is a very peaceful
atmosphere and it is a wonderful place for silent contemplation.
From Muktinath there are tantalising views of the 'forbidden'
kingdom ot Mustang. This operates as a semi-independent kingdom
with its own King. It has a unique arid landscape of wind-sculpted
rock and fluted hills of many pastel hues. There are many old cavedwellings carved into the soft sandy cliffs. In recent years Mustang has
been opened up to a tew foreign tourists each year who pay a costly
daily fee for the privilege of visiting this remote corner of the world,
more or less untouched by modern life.
We enjoyed a rest day in Muktinath to recover from the arduous
climb to the Pass. As well as visiting the temples, I enjoyed a
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drumming lesson from some of our porters! 1 had been carrying a
small double-ended Nepalese drum around the circuit with me,
hoping to learn to play. It is quite a tuneful instrument and is often
the only accompaniment to Nepali singing and dancing. I'm afraid I
was a very slow learner and found the rhythms difficult to master, but
I enjoyed it very much! That evening we had a celebratory meal (a goat
was killed) and the atmosphere was quite different as we had done the
hard part of the trek and from here it was downhill all the way, well
almost! There was electricity in Muktinath and after dinner we went
to the local lodge for a few beers (the local rum was very good too) and
listened to Joni Mitchell and Cream on the hi-fi system, while sitting
round a table with a kerosene heater underneath! It was a very
memorable evening.

The barren landscape on the approach to Thorong-La; with Khatung Kang
(6484m) to the south of the pass
From Muktinath it was only half a day's walk down to Kagbeni on
the Kali Gandaki river, the gateway to Mustang. It was cold and grey
and it snowed on the Pass, so while the group explored the interesting
Tibetan town, Raj and I found a cosy teashop and enjoyed a chat over
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a Mustang coffee (with rum). From Kagbeni our route followed the
Kali Gandaki. At first the valley is wide and flat and because it is
almost dry at this time of year we were able to follow the winter route
on the riverbed. The boulders of the riverbed include fossilized black
rocks which, if broken open, contain the fossils of ammonites. It can
be very windy and dusty in the Kali Gandaki valley. It stretches from
the ice-cold summits to the steamy plains and there is a terrific
difference in temperature and air pressure causing anabatic and
katabatic winds to blow up and down the valley. These are convection
winds caused by cold air sinking down in the mornings (katabatic) and
warm air rising up in the afternoons (anabatic). The afternoon winds
can be particularly strong, making walking difficult and if they pick up
dust are extremely unpleasant. Continuing down the valley, views of
the striking peak of Dhaulagiri (8167m) begin to open up to the right,
with its impressive icefall which appears to descend almost to the
valley. Lower down the wide open valley narrows into a deep gorge,
said to be the deepest valley in the world at three and a half miles deep
between the Himalayan giants of Dhaulagiri and Annapurna I, both
over 8000m.
The next main town is Jomsom with its museum and STOL airstrip
and also the first trees for quite some time - willows on the riverbank.
After Jomsom you return to the south of the Great Himalayan Range
and there is a huge contrast in climate and vegetation. Within a few
miles you are back into a forested landscape. The climate is especially
suited to growing fruit trees and the quaint 'hippy' town of Marpha
had apple pie and cider for sale! We camped in an orchard and
enjoyed a very convivial evening with the porters who joined us for
some music and I jammed along on the drum! Just south of Marpha is
a Government-run demonstration farm, growing fruit and vegetables,
showing the local people what can be done.
A few days down the valley is the village of Tatopani, which literally
means 'hot water'. Hot springs enter the river here and a concrete
pool has been constructed for bathing. We arrived quite late and dusk
was falling as we made our way to the springs, but it was wonderful to
soak in the hot water after almost 3 weeks of trekking!
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In another day or two we arrived at the roadhead at a bustling town
of Beni with inns and bazaars. We said goodbye to most ot our porters
here and had a last night party with singing and dancing. But it wasn't
quite the end of the trek! The first section of road was considered to
be rather unsafe, so we trekked for another half day to pick up our bus
lower down at Baglung. But it was rather galling to see our bus with
our luggage and porters drive past on the other side of the river, as we
toiled steeply uphill! Then it was just a short bus drive back to our
hotel in Pokhara where we finally said goodbye to our trekking crew,
giving them gifts and tips.
Despite a tew problems it had been a successful trek (these trips
never go entirely smoothly). Everyone had completed the trek (with
the help of a few horses!) and went home with lots of happy
memories. The best part for me was getting into the arid zone, to the
north of the main Himalayan range, with its stunning scenery and
Buddhist temples, and the contrast between this and the steamy
foothills at lower levels. There had been a lot to make me smile along
the way: the antics of the group, the friendliness of the crew and some
of the incongruities of the west meeting with an ancient, simple way of
life.
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God's Own Country
Jane Stedman

"Where are we going for our holidays this year, girls?" asked God,
flicking through TOO. Her three best mates went through their usual
free-will pantomime of appearing to ponder various options. "Spain,"
said Faith, "the Alps," said Hope, "the States," said Charity. Too far
away, too much hassle, too dangerous, declared God. New Zealand,
Greenland, Sikkim were also rejected; all those injections, bandits, jetlag. It was no good, they couldn't agree. "Might as well stay at home,"
grumbled God. "Why don't you create somewhere?" suggested Faith.
"Yeah, go on, you'll enjoy that," urged the others. "Well, we Leos are
very creative," mused God, secretly flattered. "I'll see what I can do.
Where're my glasses?" Reaching for a sheet of parchment and her
favourite quill, God got busy. What was needed for a perfect holiday
destination? Mountains, obviously, with crags both remote and
roadside. Better to have a few roads, too, so we can go cycling, and we
might want to go canoeing for a change.
Before their very eyes, volcanoes erupted and congealed, glaciers
advanced and retreated, the Earth's crust rose, tilted and sank, until
mountains of all shapes and sizes strode majestically over the newborn
landscape; rocky rivers and waterfalls tumbled between the ridges and
tranquil lakes nestled in secluded valleys. All along one edge there
appeared a frill of islands and inlets, where forbidding headlands
alternated with sweeping sands. Underwater forests of coral and kelp
swayed as the first tides flowed. Deer, eagles, otters and seals shyly
explored their new playground. Winter storms plastered the hills with
snow and ice, and it hardly got dark that summer.
"You could have done it in half the time on the computer, with
CAD," remarked Faith. "Those pen and parchment systems went out
with the Ark," said Hope. "Nothing wrong with the Ark," said God,
"can't get the hang of those things. Anyway, I've nearly finished. What
else shall we put in?" Romantic castles, a funny language, cheap huts
and hostels, chaps in skirts (Charity), a nice drink (Hope), and a
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bizarre musical instrument (Faith) were added from the divine toolkit,
and it was ready. The most beautiful country on the planet, with
endless possibilities for outdoor types to keep busy for several
lifetimes. "Wow," breathed the heavenly trio reverentially, "where is
it?"
The next thing was where to put it. "Look," said Faith, flashing her
new mobile phone about. "According to my GPS, there's a space, just
a bit north of the A69, nothing up there except a place called Gretna,
where they sell cardigans".
"That'll do," said God, "fits like a dream. What shall we call it?"
"How about Skwrjtsz?" "No, Sprwumloe." "No, Shbmuvtrg." "Enough
already! I'm calling it Scotland. Now let's go to the pub," decided
God. She was getting stuck into her third spritzer when her bubble
burst. "Going to be a bit popular, isn't it, this perfect holiday
paradise?" inquired Hope. "You'll need something pretty serious to
put off the hordes of punters," agreed Charity. "I can almost see the
caravans ... phew, is it me or can you smell burning?" put in Faith.
Just then, an all too familiar figure sidled up, smiling ingratiatingly.
"Oh, it's you again," said God shortly. "What do you want now?" "I've
got just what you ladies are looking for. Here you go," and he
produced a strange glass filled with a mass of tiny specks moving about
at high speed. A faint high-pitched humming noise seemed to be
coming from the mysterious container. "Guaranteed to get rid of
unwanted visitors in record time. Fell off the back of a lorry." "Might
be worth a try" said God cautiously, "what did you say they were
called?"
"Midges," answered the old enemy.
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Hiking on Table Mountain
Charlotte Whitmore

During the latter part of November 2003 / had the opportunity to visit South
Africa, partly work and pleasure over a period of two weeks. The first half was
work based, an organised Team Building Event run by my Company, which
was based several hours north of Johannesburg (near the Kruger National
Park)). This involved undertaking a community based project over three (12
hour) days - build an irrigation system for a market garden (2 hectare site)
developed by the women of the community, using manual labour only (12 staff
plus 15 local women). It was tough but rewarding. The remainder of the week
involved playing a football matcfi at a local school in a nearby district, sleeping
out in the bush, and a couple of game drives (no 'Big 5' though!).
I flew onto Cape Town to stay with a cousin before returning to the UK.
From my cousin's house, / could see Table Mountain from the kitchen, which
was a great sight each morning.

Table Mountain rises up from nearly sea level to 1085m over 46km, and is so named because of its flat table top appearance, which
overlooks the city of Cape Town. From the air it looks like it rises
straight up. There are other peaks nearby, called Lions Head (northwest) and Devils Peak (north-east). About one person is killed or
injured nearly every month from getting lost or slipping and falling, as
many of the routes are very steep, have smaller paths running off them
and people underestimate the serious nature of the mountain. Two of
the most popular routes to the top of the mountain are Skeleton
Gorge and Platteklip Gorge.
After arriving in Cape Town I made several unsuccessful attempts
to contact some people that I had emailed (University of Cape Town
Climbing Club) prior to leaving the UK, to go climbing which
included attending a braii (a South African BBQ) full of climbers.
Gazing at Table Mountain each morning over breakfast did not help
the situation!
I also contacted the Cape Town branch of the Mountain Club of
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South Africa (MCSA) to go on one of their walking meets up onto
Table Mountain. The Mountain Club thought I was just a tourist so
after assuring them that I was UIAA affiliated I contacted the meet
leader, Mike Orton for details of where to meet - the car park at
Constantia Nek at 7.30am, to go up Back Table Mountain. Starting
early would allow the group to make the most of the cooler
temperatures before the day warmed up.
On the morning of the hike, I arrived at the duly agreed time and
introduced myself to the other club members who were a friendly
mixture of retired, part-time or flexi-time workers. Before long it was
time to go, however, everyone including myself had to sign a sheet,
which doubled up as a disclaimer/waiver to the MCSA.
I decided that if I could keep up with these super-fit semiretired/retired hikers who go out all the time, I would be doing well,
especially as we would be spending a large proportion of the day going
up hill. Hiking on Table Mountain means going up or going down
with not much in between. Essentially the day would be spent hiking
up a number of gullies which would take us onto the back of the
mountain by way of a series of circular routes. Mike Orton told the
others, "Our Cape weather has come good for our overseas visitor",
which meant overcast skies which would mean cooler temperatures
and ideal for me.
Within a few minutes of setting off, we were going up through a
wooded hillside, which continued until we reached an open gravelled
area for a short rest. 1 took the opportunity to check out the views,
which were of hillsides, named Karbonkelberg and Hout Bay
(pronounced 'howt') in the distance, about 4 - 5km to the south. The
next part of the route, Agnes Gully, was an almost invisible opening in
the vegetation covered hillside. The 'path' was the width ot a person
but the indigenous shrubby vegetation (including some colourful
proteas, fynbos and reeds etc) reached high above your head like a
primeval forest, which was wet from the overnight rain. The
vegetation, as you brushed past it had a 'cooling effect'. Occasionally I
would be able to glance up from focussing on the rocky and uneven
path to check out the spectacular views.
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Some of the others would periodically point out the different types
of vegetation including one to not touch - Blister Bush, which causes
the skin which comes into contact with the plant to blister a few days
later. It seems that Table Mountain has over 1,500 different plant
species, which it is reported, more than in the whole of the UK.
After a couple of hours we stopped for a short snack break, at
which point I managed to speak to a few other people, who endeavour
to go on these hikes whenever possible but they often get booked up
quickly due to their popularity. After the frustrations of trying to go
climbing, I was just pleased to being in the mountains. Shortly after
setting of again, we passed the "Rock Camel" an eroded piece of rock
(Table Mountain is made of sandstone) about 10m high which when
approached from one side resembled a camel. The eroded rock looked
more like eroded limestone than sandstone. The weather had
remained cloudy, but now that we were on the top of Back Table
Mountain there was mist also which swirled in and out, giving an eerie
atmosphere. Ordinarily, I am not concerned with such weather, but
was told that the weather is very changeable on the mountain even in
the height of summer and in such weather, it can be quite dangerous
if you are not certain of your route.
One of the more interesting parts of the hike was when we
traversed along the side of the mountain following the horizontal rock
strata, which required some scrambling above large drop offs and
stepping over rocky gaps etc. This was virtually scrambling but great
fun and everyone was enjoying themselves and not bothered by the
drops at all. Hiking here is largely scrambling because of the nature of
Table Mountain, whereas in the UK hiking would not necessarily
include scrambling.
The back side of Table Mountain is generally quieter with fewer
people around and we only saw a handful all day. When I took the
cable car up Table Mountain two days ago, it was heaving with tourists
and difficult to find some solitude away from 'busloads' of chattering
tourists. On this part of the mountain we passed a number of small
reservoirs that had been built during the early part of the 1900's, to
supply water to Cape Town (one of them is named Victoria after
Queen Victoria).
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The RocJc Camel, Table Mountain

As we continued, the clouds lifted and we were afforded views
down the coast (south) with Cape Point in the distance. The terrain
began to change, with the whole area having appeared to have become
sunken/collapsed - like in a limestone terrain. Within this 'sunken'
area the vegetation was dense and moisture rich (mosses, etc), and
there were a number of explored caves (the Wynberg Caves). We
stopped for lunch in this area (it also had the only "bin" (empty drum)
for miles - though most kept their rubbish to take home!) and by now
the sun was beginning to get very warm. I did read somewhere that
these caves are the only place on this earth where the missing link
between worms and insects occurs - the velvet worm peripatus is
regarded as the evolutionary link between segmented worms (e.g.
earthworms) and arthropods (e.g. millipedes). A fascinating but useless
piece of information!
The route then continued and we went through the 'hole in the
wall', literally a hole in the rock, though there appeared to be some
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dispute over which was the hole in the wall as there was more than
one. The path then passed through more open terrain and we
eventually joined a concrete road (access to the pumping station for
the reservoirs) that took us steeply down the mountain with 'hairpinlike bends', which was hard on the knees. As we dropped lower, we
crossed onto a path that traversed across a barren hillside - the trees
had been chopped down to enable the more native vegetation to grow,
despite looking like a 'scar' on the hillside. Within this region, there
has been a recent government policy of getting rid of alien or non
native tree species, which has courted a lot of controversy with the
locals. I can see both sides, but unfortunately the native vegetation can
take years to regenerate, with slow healing 'scars'.

View south to the coast and Cape Point beyond
At the bottom, back at the car park, my legs did feel tired, but the
day was well worth it with some great views. I thanked Mike and the
others for allowing me to come along on the hike which was great fun.
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A Scottish Epic
a personal account of the events of 6th February 2002
Pamela Holt

"I'm safe," I shouted to Mike as I finished driving in a warthog and
an ice screw. Only one pitch to go and we would be off the climb. Had
we both been a little taller or able to surmount the impending
headwall we could have completed the Grade II route Forgotten Twin.
Unlike the previous day's route on Craig Meagaidh, this climb became
softer nearer the top. So after wasting considerable time we were down
climbing late in the afternoon.
I clipped into my axes which were sunk into the snow when
suddenly disaster struck. The awful sound from above needed no
explanation. I crouched over the axes, clinging on desperately until I
was abruptly wrenched from my stance at the foot of the ice pitch.
Crushing, heavy, wet snow swept us both hurtling down the gully in a
chaotic jumble of rope and gear. Out of control and unable to see I
feared for my life. I received a heavy blow to the middle of the back
and became airborne. Suddenly all movement ceased as I started
suffocating slowly, lying face and head down in the snow slope
beneath Aonach Mor' s East Face.
"Pamela!" I heard Mike shout somewhere close by. A moan of agony
followed and, as I cleared the wet snow from my nose and mouth, I
realised that Mike was in serious trouble. I shouted back that I was
okay but, as the rope was wrapped around my left leg and my helmet
was full of what felt like wet ready-mix, it took some time to free
myself. My initial fear was of sliding off down the slope into oblivion
as I swivelled about trying to sit up and disentangle myself. I reckon I
lost my mitt at this point while removing my helmet to dig out the
compacted snow.
Eventually I managed to stand up and felt a sharp stab of pain in
my left ankle. I hobbled across to Mike who had still not moved from
his slumped position in the snow.
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"I think I've broken my ankles".
"Can you move your legs?" I asked.
"Yes, but there's no feeling in my feet".
"Do you hurt anywhere else?" I queried - glad to note that he was
able to talk coherently.
"My left arm hurts". 1 pulled Mike's hood up over his helmet as
small pieces of snow still fell intermittently. Should I try to move him
out of the line of fire? The avalanche or cornice collapse happened at
5.30 pm, so it was by now nearly dark and unknown terrain lay below.
No, you don't move a casualty with two broken ankles.
Mike requested that I remove his crampons. This I did but it caused
him a lot of pain and wincing in the process. I administered two antiinflammatory tablets and took two myself. Carefully creating a small
platform I then lifted Mike's right leg closer to his left one noting how
that foot splayed out at a crazy angle. The deadman and ice axe were
driven in alongside the casualty, clipped to the rucksack and all
attached to the climbing rope to prevent him slipping further. I
managed to wrap Mike's survival blanket around his legs and across
part of his torso.
As we considered our plight, Mike believed that acquaintances back
at Roy Bridge would raise the alarm. In fact Mike had only casually
spoken to one climber enquiring what time the first gondola went up
from Nevis Range. So no one really knew where we were. I had taken
note of a discussion earlier in the day between ski patrol staff who
spoke of awful weather the following day. I had no option but to leave
Mike and raise the alarm.
"Make for Easy Gully" said Mike as I left him with a whistle and
torch around his neck and a red flashing lamp attached to his jacket
lapel.
I plodded across the slope, blowing my whistle at intervals and
flashing my torch. With only one decent ski pole and a damaged
ankle, progress was slow. Gradually I gained height and could just
make out the cliffs ahead prior to Easy Gully. I switched off the torch
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to conserve the battery. Suddenly I was engulfed tor a second time in
heavy wet snow sweeping me down hill for over 100ft.
"Oh no, not again!"
This time 1 was wearing my glasses and when I finally stopped they
were thankfully still intact but plastered in snow. Close to tears, I
struggled yet again with a top-heavy helmet of snow. Finally extricating
myself and vowing never to approach the base of Easy Gully again, I
turned and retraced my steps.
Upon reaching Mike, who had been unaware of my predicament, I
found him shivering with the effects ot the cold and shock. I
remembered that he still had a thermos (stainless steel fortunately) of
hot soup. He drank some eagerly before urging me to try the Climbers
Col in the opposite direction.
I bade farewell and trudged downhill and across level but deep
snowy terrain until I was aware of a hidden stream. Luckily it was a
starry night and I carefully avoided plunging into its icy depths.
Later the stanchions of the Brave Heart ski tow appeared on the
horizon. There I searched a small cabin in a fruitless quest for a
telephone. Out of the wind, its snug interior with inviting soft
cushion seats had to be spurned in my effort to get help.
I followed the tow in the mistaken belief that it led to the summit
and help or at least a relatively quick and straightforward descent to
the car park. It gave out three quarters of the way up so I continued
slowly plodding up increasingly unconsoliclated snow towards the
Climbers Col.
Sadly what appeared to be the summit plateau was a subsidiary
ridge causing me to traverse rightwards with a sinking feeling that this
slope could avalanche at any moment. With the wind getting up, I
began to wonder if the summit was the place to be in a blizzard or
white-out?
I abandoned the black run of Chancer and retreated below,
checking out yet another building high above the cable terminus. This
time I was lured by the sound of a radio. Surely someone was in there
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listening. The cruel realisation that the radio had been left playing and
that the building was deserted and without a phone prompted
recriminations. I'd wasted more time as Mike lay abandoned and
injured on the hillside. A third hut boasted a lead light which I
plugged in and flashed intermittently for a short while before I
continued the descent and circumnavigation of the mountain.
Meanwhile the blizzard had abated, grass had appeared and I
removed my crampons cheered by the sight of distant street lamps. I
kept above the Leanachan Forest and contoured along the steep slopes
of Sgurr Finnisg-aig until rock outcrops and silver birch saplings
obstructed further progress. Lights from distant ski buildings had
lured me into a dead end, forcing yet another retreat, this time up and
around the knoll to join the mountain bike trail back to the car park.
By now the path was frozen but I was not stopping to refit my
crampons. Progress was painfully slow, then to cap it all heavy rain
started, making it a depressing trek down into the forest.
Suddenly at a junction I turned towards the sound of a vehicle.
What joy to stand in the middle of the track, to wave your arms above
your head and shout "Help!"
In the pouring rain and still wearing a luminous green climbing
helmet surely the driver couldn't fail to see me.
"No I don't believe it - he's not going to stop - quick - jump out of
the way."
A second forestry truck hove into view - this time I must flag him
down - this could save another hour's walk.
"Not again!"
This time I was almost run down and my anger erupted. Slowly and
dejectedly I shambled on. I thought I'd failed Mike. What of
hypothermia? I shuddered at the consequences of his night in the
snow with serious injuries.
A building appeared - the back of Nevis Range - quickly I found the
entrance and strode in accosting the first young man I saw. I was
quickly led into the office and dialled 999. The ski patrol was just
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coming on duty and the staff immediately went up in the 7am
gondola. They followed my directions and found Mike. The ski patrol
had him splinted up by the time the Lochaber Mountain Rescue team
arrived. By now the wind was too strong for a helicopter and Mike
had to be whipped across the snow on a sled to a more sheltered spot
where he could be winched aboard.
Meanwhile I was plied with tea and biscuits. I put some of my wet
gear to dry and, having answered all the police questions, I finally
changed out of my plastic boots. When I limped back from the car in
my trainers I idly showed a massive bruise to a staff member. This
prompted the first aider to diagnose a broken leg.
"It can't be broken, I've just walked on it for the last thirteen hours!"
I protested in vain as I was strapped into a splint.
Soon both Mike and I were being attended to in Belford Hospital
in Fort William. Mike's dislocated left shoulder was reinstated before
he was flown to Raigmore, Inverness for specialist treatment on his
two fractured ankles. After X-raying my ankle, in view of an old injury,
a decision was taken to put a plaster cast on up to the knee.
From that moment onwards the press had a field day. Most were
sent packing including the Sun, but I did allow Grampian TV to
interview me just to set the record straight. It seems Meridian TV
rebroadcast the same clip causing alarm to my friend in Surrey! Both
Mike and I spoke to the Scottish edition of The Daily Mail earning
£500 for Mountain Rescue in the process.
Later the BBC's 999 Programme producer got in touch with a view
to filming our exploits. This duly took place at Easter with a mountain
rescue team member playing the part of Mike whilst I played myself!
As I had signed a contract for an article in a women's magazine
which then appeared in "Best" at Christmas, the docudrama was
finally screened in January 2003.
Happily Mike has now recovered with a skin graft on the badly
shattered left ankle, pins in his right ankle and with limited
movement in a painful left shoulder. This has not stopped him
cycling, a good non -load bearing exercise, but walking was still
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painful. After a long wait an operation was carried out to fuse the left
ankle last year then in April this year the right ankle was fused so
Mike will hopefully be painfree now.
I was back to "normal" after a week at home with tubigrip and
crutches, climbing at Stanage Edge and at the Beacon Centre a month
or so later.
I am now now very wary of winter climbs with a cornice!
Footnote: that radio in the building, high above the cable terminus?
It's kept on to deter the pine marten who tends to chew things he
shouldn't in the engine room!
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Equipment Report
Barbara James

Over the years, mountaineering equipment has changed
dramatically. Hemp ropes and waistlines, aircraft nuts threaded onto
slings, moleskin trousers and ex-WD anoraks reside in the lofts of
some and the memories of many older mountaineers. All have been
superseded thanks to a wealth of modern technology.
Always I have hated most the warm June rain that never makes up
its mind when to start and when to stop and for me, even modern
protective clothing has had some difficulty in solving the problem ot
my need to avoid intense skin irritation that is caused by sweating. We
can put man on the moon but it is suggested that the petrol engine
has changed little since then because all too often, rather than spend a
fortune to find a cheaper solution, manufacturers have directed us
towards our pockets and their profits. My field trials over many years
and in varied terrain both in UK and abroad have produced a
warm/wet weather solution that will win me no friends among the
retailers of outdoor clothing.
The trench dug by traditionalists has had a habit of retarding the
development of lateral thinking in many walks of life. In another
existence I was told that an eminent military man, a general,
advocated at the beginning of not World War I but World War II, the
use of the horse (brackets pedigree) in preference to the tank! With
the exception of the Falkland Islands, I have encountered similar
attitudes regarding my equipment when I used it in terrain as far
afield as the downs south of London and the rugged Snowdonia hills.
In the era when dogmatism dictated that the ascent ot a 3,000- foot
peak could be achieved safely only by wearing boots, our baggage
disappeared on a lift up to an alpine hut. We were left to sweat up to
the hut in boots and waterproofs - while being overtaken by
continentals scampering up in shorts and trainers. This gave me an
idea.
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The old hands in the mountaineering world have become used to
screwing up eyes, shielding faces with hands reluctantly removed from
pockets, stooping by walls and cowering behind the largest member of
the group in order to look at and read a map in bad weather. Many a
mountaineer has been driven off route by horizontal rain when on a
compass bearing, so as an aid to navigation, I offer another very good
use for my idea that will not be dismissed by the discerning reader.
When a leader has full frontal vision by lateral positioning of the
shelter provided by an umbrella with a retractable handle then the
leader has an aid to finding the best route. So the umbrella could be
recommended not only as ideal for warm/wet days but also as an
essential aid to accident prevention by enabling the leader to look
ahead, select and then walk on easier ground - thereby making a slip
become less likely to occur. Should customers choose brightly
coloured umbrellas, then they could even be an aid to an accident
victim being found - although I admit that this might just be pushing
its merits towards the limit.
Although an adequate shelter in light rain and an aid to navigation
in horizontal rain even the top of the range model of umbrella has its
limits. Although it can happily return to its normal shape when
misused by beginners who have allowed the wind to turn it inside out,
an umbrella suitable for scrambles such as Bristly Ridge is still in the
development stage. Ideas would be welcomed however I should warn
contributors that although the patent would not allow any fees to be
paid to contributors, their names would be on a scroll of honour for
future generations to remember.
Editor's note: Barbara suggests that offers from contributors should be
limited to the best five ideas, names of those who are chosen could be published
in the next journal and her decision would be final. She points out that
excluded from the offer are friends and family and those who:
take a GPS on the hill
have used or plan to use a mobile phone when they get lost in cloud
- use a camera flash, instead of a torch, for rescuers to identify their position
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Diary of a Middle-aged Alpinist
Fred Reynolds
In August 1995 I spent two weeks in the French, Alps with. Penny Clay before
travelling on to my first Rendezvous Hautes Montagnes at La Berarde in the
Veneon valley. Despite the passage of ten years, my recollections of that time
remain quite vivid, and not always for reasons directly related to climbing. I
try to see humour in everything.
Argentiere, 7th August.
Chamonix has been a bit of a disappointment - torrential rain all
last night and the promise of more. Feeling lethargic we managed to
go cragging by late afternoon. The English translation in the back of
the guidebook somehow passed us by so first we spent time unable to
locate any crag at all and then arrived at the wrong one. Four male
French climbers mistook us for tourists looking for a restaurant. The
heavens opened as I started to abseil down a granite slab
masquerading as a skid pan. Penny, dressed much like someone
looking for a restaurant, prussiked back up in appalling style.
With no beau temps on the horizon, we are moving to Ailefroide in
the Ecrins tomorrow.
Ailefroide Campsite, I Oth August.
Alpine action at last. Yesterday we set off to bivi on the Glacier
Blanc for two nights, giving me time to acclimatise. Tourist density on
the path from Pre de Madame Carle was very high. Struggling against
the human flow down, I was in constant fear of being bundled ott the
path to my doom. A horizontally mounted karrimat added to my
difficulties but I gamely bounced around from one person to another
humming Pinball Wizard. In the heat, wearing plastic boots for the
walk-up proved to be One Bad Idea.
We were up at six this morning for the South Ridge of the Neige
Cordier, an easy acclimatisation route. After the grind up to the snow
col we had a good view of the ridge and numerous French guided
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parties demonstrating the One-Ott-All-Off Principle. The main
features ot this seemed to be: a minimum of eight people to a rope, six
moving at any cine time, and everyone in close proximity to one
another. I concluded that any individual tumble was likely to result in
a re-enactment ot Whymper's unnecessarily speedy descent of the
Matterhorn. We eventually scrambled to the summit in halt guide
book time owing to the fact we lett the rope in the sac. Safety first.
Back on the bivi, Penny announced with disgust there was a front
coming in. The North Couloir of the Barre Noire (1000 teet of front
pointing) would have to wait. I'd been looking at it for an hour
thinking my legs would never stand it. I feigned intense
disappointment.
A couple of campsite cooking dramas this evening. The elbow
connector on my stove (small burner atop very large gas container) has
developed the urge for unannounced swivelling. Our evening meal
was jeopardised more than once. Infinitely more frightening was the
Molotov Cocktail I inadvertently created from my meths Sigg bottle
whilst refilling the (still warm) Trangia.

Pelvoux Hut, 13th August
A speedy ascent to the hut today. Perhaps my fitness problem is
over.7 We've just met Bob, formerly a climber living in Yosemite but
today he's a lone American in trauma. His dream holiday with the
wonderful Sabina from Germany went down the toilet after only three
days. She wanted to be a tourist, not climb mountains, and has gone
oft with an alternative non-climbing man. Although Bob is trying to
make light of it we can tell he is bereft.

Ailefroide Campsite, 14th August
A long and exacting day. It began with the total contents of
Pelvoux's Dormitory Seven rising as one. The silence was broken only
by the thud of my skull against the low level pine-clad ceiling.
Breakfast in the rechaud room was an eerie affair as there were no
lights at this hut. Headlamps cut through the shadows; tew people
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bothered to speak and then only in a whisper. One of Penny's hut
shoes was stolen shortly after reveille and replaced with one several
sizes too large. We stared hard at our fellow climbers in the poor light,
looking for signs of disablement.
We were away by 4 a.m. anticipating two hours to the base of our
route, the Traverse of the Aiguille de Sialouze. With a short glacier
section, strap-on crampons on bendy walking boots had seemed a
good idea but they quickly became the-footwear-from-hell. Penny
succumbed to a last minute call of nature after gearing up so we ended
up at the back of the climbing queue.

Penny Clay on the Traverse of the Aiguille de Sialouze
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We marvelled at a French guide, who was getting his four clients
through rapidement by virtue of a multiple belaying technique. The
slab pitches higher up were excellent, airy and on good rock. Between
the summit and start of the descent, we took in several gendarmes and
fell increasingly behind the others. There was a lot of loose rock, and
we witnessed some impressive stonefalls set off by the people ahead.
The alternative descent seemed a good option; more abseils but less
scrambling over the rather worrying terrain. Four stressful hours later
we finally reached the glacier. Our descent had seen us hunting for
abseil points swinging on the end of the rope, continually anxious that
a terrifying pendulum would send us back from whence we'd come.
Pictures of severed ropes and smashed skulls were individually
experienced but fears were not put it into words until later. The lowest
moment was perhaps falling short of an abseil point by a good twenty
foot. We extricated ourselves by some nervous downclimbing over the
disintegrating rock and mustering as much indirect belaying technique
as possible. Damaging the rope meant a miserable night stuck on the
mountain and the embarrassment of a rescue. How could we turn up
at the Rendezvous and hope to make an impact?
A babble of conversation burst forth when we finally made it to the
last short and easy abseil and knew we wouldn't die. We were tired
mentally as well as physically. May be it was because I'd been feeling
light-headed for hours that I didn't clip into the tat on the ledge. I
threw the rope down to the glacier and headed after it. I remember
Penny yelling at me, flinging my hands at the receding ledge, body
jack-knifing to literally redress the balance. Once I was back on the
ledge, we laughed hysterically at the comic aspect of my landing on the
glacier. Jammed into the small bergschrund at the bottom, which
would have looked worse? Head or feet first?
We crampon-hobbled over the glacier ,collected our things from the
hut and carried on down to the valley. A final blip was provided by
The Yellow Lozenge* which was unable to pull away from the slightest
upward incline without stalling. I had to push the bugger.
*The Yellow Lozenge: an idiosyncratic metal box with a diesel engine from
General Motors to which Penny was passionately attached
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Ailefroide Campsite, 15th August

Bob arrived outside our tent this morning avec croissants. He's taken
to us and we kinda feel sorry for him. We've christened him The
Tame American. Cragging autour Ailefroide this afternoon with Bob
taking his Yosemite rack (very, very large) and climbing with his denim
jeans turned up cowboy-style. The French sports climbers must have
thought he was off his box so Penny and I spoke in stereotypical
English accents, trying to distance ourselves. The three of us had a
communal meal this evening and 1 have now retired. Outside the tent,
I can hear Bob proving to be a font of knowledge on the night stars
and he's been gushing on for what seems like hours. The man seems
oblivious to the fact that, fortified by wine, Penny is now winding him
up. Thank God for earplugs.
Bivi site, Glacier Blanc, 16th August

Bob has come with us for the North Couloir of the Barre Noire.
The Ecrins hut was full so it's another bloody bivi. However, strategic
planning has ensured that Bob has carried all the heavy gear and most
of the food. His rucsac, strangely, remains the smallest. My tea was
marred by having to spit out all the supposedly decent food Bob has
carried up for us - first I discovered the bacon in the quiche and then
the vegetarian pizza tasted like it had been next to the petrol stove.
Bob is the only one not frightened of using this bomb so he's getting
up first - at 3 a.m. Must try not to grumble anymore.
Bivi site, Glacier Blanc, 17th August

Four p.m. and I've been back on the bivi since two. I left Penny and
Bob at the top of the couloir. They were going onto to do the
continuation route; the North East ridge on the Barres des Ecrins.
Knackered after all that front pointing, I recognised my limitations
and came down with a couple of British lads, equally tired, who had
also climbed the couloir. This morning we were almost the first on the
route but were beaten to the bergschrund by two speeding Frenchmen
(guide and client) and the two Brits. We could see the large guided
parties from the hut streaming over the glacier, all festive lights, bound
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The north face of the Barre Noire. The route takes the
long ice couloir above the bergschrund (bottom left)

for the trade route up the Barres des Ecrins. We made a bizarre trio the American in denims and no helmet, Penny in her Asda leggings
worried about frostbite in her kneecaps, and me - by now fantasising
about being somewhere completely different. Our ascent was speedy,
with Bob adopting a ducking and weaving style behind to avoid the
worst of the icy missiles sent down by the French. We made faster
time than the Brits who were struggling with the central line where
the ice was exceptionally hard. Following a line to the left which had
some good neve, we bombed our way up the 350 metres, averaging a
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witticism every 10 metres. I almost began enjoying myself. Looking
across, we saw Steve, the less experienced of the British lads, slumped
more than once with his head on the ice, having A Bad Time. When
he got to the top, he sat sobbing next to us - apparently because of the
severe hot aches in his feet. We looked away embarrassed.

Penny Clay and the Tame American model their inappropritae legwear at the
top of the Barre Noire
Bi<ui site, Glacier Blanc, I 7th August
It's now 7.30p.m. and I'm still on my tod at the bivi. Penny and
Bob have not yet returned. I've been here five hours and it's been
raining for three. I have a creeping anxiety about their welfare. They
might be dead but I'm going down. If anything has gone wrong, noone is going to do anything rescue-wise until tomorrow. I've written a
message with stones saying "valley". Quite proud of my creativity a
Goldsworthy using only natural materials.
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Car Park, PrJ de Madame Carle, 18th August
Okay, I now know they're not dead, but until Penny and Bob
actually marched into the car park this morning I still thought they
might be. I got back to the van at 10.30 p.m. and daren't leave for the
campsite in case they were following me down. Spent a bad night
squashed in with all the gear and my dreams.
It seems Penny and Bob got back to the bivi about 8 p.m. but only
made it part way down before being forced to bivi again. It's a swine of
a descent even with a headlamp.

Alpine Centre, La Berarde, 19th August
Yesterday we said our farewells to Bob in Ailefroide. Driving past
the Meije on the way here, we accompanied Meatloaf through Bat Out
Of Hell and a tremendous storm. We are starting the Rendezvous
Hautes Montagne with sore throats.
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JV/e*voe#AkHiA vJv/o/u/te V^u/la/i/rve
6-13 ($M

2005,

with Cordon Bleu Chefs Martha Evans and Kelly Rea

'The DeviCs Kitchen

A dawn rendezvous in a supermarket in Manchester, a shopping
adventure of epic proportions, a mountain of supplies built up for the
tired and hungry climbers anticipated in the week ahead.
Wheelbarrow after wheelbarrow, loads of chickpeas, kilos of carrots
and masses of muesli were ferried from cars to hut ... not to mention
the freezer, microwave and bread maker.
After endlessly preparing food to feed the five thousand (or so it felt),
refurbishing toilets, and strimming to our hearts content, we awaited
the arrival of the guests.
Food for thought for the coming week.

Sexuai saCarni
"Pinky grapefruit and meCon

The week started overcast and grey, causing the first arrivals to wonder
if they had made the right choice, swapping sunnier climes for North
Wales.
With forty women holed up in the hut, and no wet weather
contingency plan save several trips to Pete's Eats,
would it all turn to custard.7
Luckily we would have our cake and eat it.
Marushka ordered good weather, the midges were kept at bay by the
heat, and even the Brits were surprised with the sunshine.
A gentle start was made by most, a reminder of climbing without
bolts, but between us routes were attacked with a voracious appetite.
An abundance of classic routes within our grasp,
our cup simply runneth over.
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.JlCain^aiserge-burger and Chips
Christmas Curry

By mid week everyone was in the swing of things.
North Wales rock cut the mustard with the Continentals.
There were congas of climbers on The Corner, team traverses on Wen
Zawn, and mass ascents on The Slabs ....
Cloggy became simply a detour to summit Snowdon.
Had the C:cchs bitten off more than they could chew however,
becoming benighted on the mountain?
RHM climbers were getting everywhere... as ubiquitous as your
average shopping trolley!
Revelling on a diet of sunshine and climbing, each day provided a
wealth of adventure. Late afternoon, climbers trickled back to the hut
for tea and cake. Spent but satisfied, they certainly brought home
the bacon, along with tales of their successes.
Evenings were filled with the clatter and chatter of hearty food,
fine wine and good company.

The TCum, crumbCe and custard
'BrambCe 'Buttress crumbCe and custard

The dessert won ... no German, French, Swiss, Norwegian or Italian
will ever complain about English cooking again.
Friday night, and we hit the town ... well the Brenin. Appetites
whetted with a slide show, a taste of the next possible RHM location.
Goodbyes were made a lot easier with the knowledge that we would all
meet up next year.
Savouring the memories of a creme de la creme RHM, and looking
forward to sampling a flavour of new climbing,
our week had come to an end.
For most, they'd had their fill. Not satisfied with one week of
climbing, the Czechs made for Pembroke and the Norwegians to
boulder the Grit of the Peak.
We left for city take-aways and chips wrapped in newspaper!
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Indian Summer in The Picos
(or the Relief of Jo)
Helen Jones

It hardly seemed credible, but the much travelled Jo hadn't had a
holiday for seven whole months, and was seriously in need of a change
of scene. So, there we were on our way to the Picos, sitting in Bristol
airport scoffing Danish pastries and latte from the French Deli, (well
we were on holiday) while outside, umbrellas were being turned inside
by the latest equinoctial storm to hit Britain. We said nothing to each
other about our chances of climbing, but our rucsacs were stuffed with
fleeces and waterproofs, rather than sunscreen (though Jo had packed
her nail varnish). Several visits had been made to Paul the Physio, but
my housemaid's knee still lingered, and Jo's tendon? We picked up
the delightfully named Smart "Passion" car at Bilbao and joined the
evening rush hour in a tour around the city. Strangely, people were
wearing shorts and strappy vests, and yes, it was hot! We were actually
glad of the air con.
Next day was cloudy, and we headed west towards Oviedo, in
search of a suitably sheltered south facing sport crag. We stocked up at
a supermarket on the way, emerging with bags full of gorgeous fruit
and veggies, tasty cheeses and tall green bottles. Well, we were on
holiday.
Pelugano was justifiably described by the guidebook as an idyllic
spot. The pretty village with its ancient wooden granaries on
mushroom stilts lay in a south facing bowl high above the valley
bottom. Above steep hay meadows sprinkled with autumn crocus was
a magnificent band of limestone cliffs. The locals were extremely
friendly, and several village women paused on their paseo to watch in
some amusement as we sorted a huge mound of camping and
climbing gear and food. They even offered to help carry stuff up the
hill to a field belonging to one of them. Sitting outside our tent on
our well-appointed private alp, we giggled slightly hysterically, unable
to believe our luck.
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The early morning sun hit the crag at about 9am, and it was
instantly hot. Climbing on the lower band seemed rather hard at 6a/b
but the environment was superb, and although it was Saturday, we
had the spot to ourselves. We finished climbing before dark, and lay
outside the tent soaking up sun and scenery while quaffing a few
beers. Well, we were on holiday.
Next day we headed to the upper tier. There the rock there was a
bit more friendly, although the angle was always the wrong side of
vertical. A tew local climbers arrived in the afternoon, and although
one pair was very strong, British honour was more than upheld thanks
to Jo's fine efforts in the lead, and by dint of cunning and experience,
I managed to follow without drawing unwanted attention to my lack
of fitness. The heat was tremendous, and there was no shade up there,
but we stayed until we had climbed all the do-able routes, before
heading down to pack up the tent and move on.
That night our new campsite among cow-pats behind a cemetery
wall, was not perhaps quite so scenic as the first, but while we were
cooking the evening meal an immense silvery moon appeared and
sailed behind a line of dark, toothed crags at the head of the valley. At
seven the next morning it was still pitch dark and there was ice on the
tent as we packed up and drove to the col at Puerto San Isidro. In
winter this is a skiing spot, but that fine morning we had our eyes on
the splendid Directisima on the South face of Pico Torres, high above
the pass. The face is visible from far down the valley, and its fine
position make it a particularly inviting prospect. Fortified by coffee
and cake in a tiny roadside cafe, we eventually located the rather
elusive path and enjoyed a pleasant walk through alpine meadows,
seeing red deer, goats, and the first of many griffon vultures. On closer
inspection, Pico Torres turned out to be a pile of downward facing
boiler plates which rang rather scarily. There were just one or two
bolts or pegs per pitch, and tew natural placements, but the climbing
was very steady and enjoyable, and the views stunning. From the
summit we gazed around us at the sea of mountains shimmering
under a heat haze. It was time to talk tactics. The fourth day of our
trip was virtually gone, and the weather was still unbelievably perfect.
Until that moment we hadn't even considered the possibility of
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getting into the high mountains, but the weather seemed to be stable,
and such windows come but rarely. Perhaps we could even manage El
Naranjo? Conditions certainly couldn't be better. We had two and a
half days left, and we hatched a plan. Back at the bottom of the crag, I
lay in the warm grass watching 20 griffon vultures circling higher and
higher in the updraft, while Jo hobbled back to the bottom of our
route in rock boots to collect our stuff. What a little treasure!
Time was very tight as it was getting dark when we arrived in
Potes, after a magnificent three hour drive in the evening sun,
through pastoral valleys and over wild passes. We spent a convivial

.
Jo Newton on the approach to El Naranjo (behind)
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night at the attractive old house belonging to Mike and Lisa (of ski
mountaineering notoriety. Next morning we staggered out of bed,
borrowed a helmet tor Jo and a map of the area, and headed off to
catch the Fuente De cable car. It was hot, very hot, with heat
reverberating off the vast white walls of the canyon leading up towards
Las Horcadas Rojas. With a cheery "I'll see you at the col", Jo skipped
off carrying all the climbing gear in order to save my (housemaid's)
knees tor the big climb, and I trudged slowly on, watching her
distinctive yellow shirt get smaller and eventually disappear from view.
In spite of having a map with the footpath marked, the route past the
col was not immediately obvious, even though the hut at the foot of El
Naranjo must be the busiest in the Picos. But then our first view of El
Naranjo certainly fired us up. Jo reconnoitred the way up to the east
face before dinner, and returned eyes shining. "It looks awesome!"
The hut was vast, with indoor flush toilets and excellent food.
The night was cold, and the crags glowed eerily luminous under
bright moonlight. Up in the dark again, we weren't the first out ot the
hut, but there was no-one at the bottom of our chosen route Amistad con el Diablo. Jo set off up the initial scramble. The rock was
delectable, hard and solid. After a while, I decided to tollow, only
waiting for the assurance of the rope on the last few feet below the
belay. Jo was halfway up the first bit of real climbing, when I heard
heavy breathing below me and was joined on the belay by a guy
coming in on a diagonal traverse. "Are you doing the same route as
us?" I asked? "I am not sure yet. I am a French Guide from Chamonix,
and we did the hardest route on the face yesterday" came the reply. I
briefly considered giving my own credentials such as "I am an English
OAP who hasn't been on a mountain route for 5 years" but thought
better of it. He grunted and complained that our guide book was
incorrect, that we had started in the wrong place. I suspected that
what really bugged him was our joyful scramble up the first two
glorious pitches, which had the ettect of putting us ahead ot him.
Moving smoothly on 60 metre ropes, Jo passed the first belay point
and climbed elegantly on up a steep little wall. We were expecting
Monsieur le Guide to rush past us, but he and his friend couldn't
actually match our turn ot speed. This was fortunate, because Jo liked
the route so much she telt moved to scent-mark it, while I held the
S3
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ropes out of the way. The climbing was pure pleasure, beautiful rock, a
lovely direct line, enough varied difficulties to sustain interest, and
always the fantastic situation. The climbing eased off in a series of
cracks and chimneys, and for its final surprise squeezed though a small
opening in a rib to emerge into the huge bowl above the south face.
We left ropes and gear tied to a bolt at the top of the normal route,
and scrambled happily across the back of the corrie to the summit
beyond, sweltering in raging heat. We felt utterly amazed to find
ourselves there and spent a happy half hour, gazing at the spectacular
rock scenery, giggling foolishly and congratulating ourselves on our
cleverness and good fortune.
There wasn't time to get back to Fuente De the same day, so we
spent another night in the hut, and walked out the next morning. The
route seemed much shorter than on the way out, perhaps because we
were still excited by the climbing. Anyway, it was fortunate because
there was little time to spare. We still had to return the borrowed stuff
to Mike, pick up the rest of our belongings, and do the long drive to
the airport in order to catch our flight back to wet and windy Britain.
Incidentally, we never had time to drink the stuff in the tall green
bottles, or read our books, and Jo's nail varnish never got applied.
There is now a Ryanair flight to Santander from Stansted, which
makes the Picos very accessible for a short trip, great for climbers,
walkers or mountain bikers, and dare I say it, for the flower lovers and
other idlers amongst us. September is reputed to be the most settled
time of year weather-wise, and we would certainly attest to that.
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Mexican Adventures
Angela Soper

Would she be there? It not, what then.7 These thoughts kept
crossing my mind as I flew across the Atlantic. Brede (Arkless) should
be flying across the Pacific from New Zealand to meet me at Monterey
airport in Mexico, but could the email arrangements be trusted.7 The
complications of changing flights at Chicago needed all my
concentration - enter USA, collect big rucksack, find desk for small
Mexican airline Aviacsa, check in rucksack again - fortunately there
were four hours to do this. But over snow-covered North America the
thoughts came back ...
It was late evening when the plane landed at Monterey, and the
terminal was deserted. I wandered around and suddenly there was
Brede, as relieved to see me as I was to see her. However she had a
problem; her main pack had not arrived on the flight from Los
Angeles.
No more flights were due until the following evening, so we went
out into the warm darkness, hoping that we could still get to our
climbing destination in the eastern Sierra Madre, El Potrero Chico.
Fortunately the taxi drivers know it well and we were soon on our way
towards Hidalgo. After about an hour we saw the outline ot great
cliffs. Most places were in total darkness but we managed to find
Homero's, the campsite recommended by Stella and John Adams. In
a big covered area climbers were kicking a ball around. 'Hi, guys',
they welcomed us, 'how ya doing?' We quickly explained the problem
and in next to no time Brede was fixed up with a sleeping bag.
Seriously jet-lagged, we crashed out on the floor.
In the morning we realized that we were just outside El Potrero
Chico, the little corral. It's actually pretty big, with the 'fence' a ring
of very steep crags and inaccessible ridges over 1000 m high, the 'gate'
a gap wide enough for a road, and the interior several km in diameter.
People at Homero's couldn't have been more helpful. Some of the
staff remembered Stella and John. Steve, the manager, was going to
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Monterey and offered to call at the airport later on, Bob, a regular
visitor, went shopping and came back with a guidebook for us, and
Lorenzo, a Romanian climber, lent Brede a harness. We were soon
climbing single pitch routes on Mota Wall, wearing my rock shoes in
turn. By evening we were more than ready for Mexican food in
Homero's restaurant, and when Steve arrived with Brede's rucksack
the international community gave a huge cheer.

Brede Arkless and Angela Soper at Homero's campsite
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El Potrero offers sport climbing on limestone, from single pitch
routes to fully equipped big walls. Nearly all the pitches are 30 m
long, suitable for a 60 m rope if you take care with the abseils, which
are the only way to descend. The climbs are more technical than
steep, slabs and walls rather than overhangs and tufas, and have
American grades. At first the weather was cold, with a strong wind
blowing through El Potrero, and we needed to wear clothes inside our
sleeping bags. We soon progressed to multipitch routes, our longest
being the classic Space Boyz, eleven pitches up to F6b/5.10d. It was
chilly when we started this climb but we led through up four long
slabs to arrive with perfect timing at the steeper crux pitches just as the
sun came onto them. By the time we 'topped out' on a minor summit
of a huge ridge, it was very warm. We picnicked and sunbathed,
abseiled efficiently avoiding the cacti, and were back with plenty of
light to spare - a brilliant day.
After a week of climbing we were ready for some adventurous
travelling. Leaving tents and the rope safe at Homero's, we left for the
Copper Canyon. Two long bus journeys took us overnight to Creel, a
town on the famous railway that links Chihuahua with the Pacific
coast. Here we made contact with Arturo, who runs an adventure
business, his Welsh wife Audrey and their little boy Tom. Two
American cyclists were also visiting, so we spent an interesting evening
hearing each other's adventures, including Brede's solo cycling
journey through Cambodia.
Next day we rode in an uncomfortable vehicle for several hours,
first on normal roads then down, down, down a tortuous dirt road cut
from the side of the canyon through two thousand meters of basalt.
There was a river at the bottom, a few settlements of the Tuahuemara
Indians, candelabra cacti, and relics of the mining industry that once
flourished here. It seemed a long way along the canyon to Batopilas,
now depleted of its silver and copper but still rich in the most
precious resource of all, clean water.
There were no maps. At first we explored separately but arrived at
the same place, the 'lost cathedral', a once-busy church several
kilometres down the river. Several dwellings in Batopilas displayed
the sign 'comida casa'. This meant that the lady of the house would
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cook meals for visitors and by taking advantage we gained insight into
how people lived. They always wanted to know * where are your
husbands?' and 'how many children have you' - I let Brede answer
that one!
On our third day the weather turned unexpectedly cold and stormy.
It poured down all night, the river rose and we had serious doubts
that the bus back to Creel would be running. At 5 a.m. in pitch dark
we left our 'hotel' and splashed along the street. Amazingly there was
an ancient bus that left on time and the driver negotiated the canyon
with great skill. En route to Tuahuemara people came out of the
darkness and got on. As we gained height the rain turned to snow;
with all our clothes on we were still frozen. At Creel they were trying
to warm the bus 'station' with a brazier. It was so miserable that we
left town as soon as possible.

*' ^m%7 -*
' '^.' «.
Brede Arkless on Motivation, E[ Potrero Chico
Back at El Potrero we received another warm welcome. People had
left, stayed and arrived, including three male ancient Brits from
Cumbria. By now some of the sectors were too hot for climbing, but
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there were plenty of alternatives. Road construction and building was
going on noisily; it looked as though soon visitors will have to pay an
entrance fee. On Sundays, locals wearing Mexican hats would drive
into the Potrero and play Latin American music on their radios. We
climbed a wide selection of routes. Las Agujas (the Spires) were
particularly exciting because the wind was almost tearing us from the
rock.
All too soon my last week came to an end. Brede decided to stay at
El Potrero and climb with her admirers until she could get a lift to
USA. This worked out fine - her next email was from California!
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A Journey Through Tien Shan
Chris Watkins
An account of three weeks spent crossing the high passes of the Kyrgyzstan
Tien Shan with Marushka, Kyrgyz horseman A^icHil and four horses, in the
spring of 1997.
We looked across the chasm, to Komtor; it was not the vision I had
had of a mountain gold mine, but was in fact a heaving mass of
activity, open cast mining, mountains of slag, utilitarian buildings and
petrol tanks, with diggers eating their way through the mountain. We
sat, three on horseback, come from the wilderness and looked. We
were shocked at this intrusion into our idyllic trip; however, we were
there and had to get on with our journey. We could not find a way
across the river of slurry there, so retreated to find another crossing.
We turned back into the wind and the finely driving snow. Ayichil
spotted a possible crossing point, drove his horse on, the river bottom
of slurry was soft, his horse slipped, stumbled, tumbled - and the
horse was over, Ayichil was tipped into the river. I leapt off my horse,
kumcfi/ 1 to hand, ready to reach out for him to grab, but he was quick
and up the bank before I could assist. We tried again further down
and this time were more successful; but it was harrowing, with no firm
grip on the river bottom the horses struggled. As their back legs sank
into soft holes, they scrabbled courageously, fighting against the
current, and we made desperate efforts to keep the horses' heads
upstream to 'ferry glide' across, snow driving painfully in our faces.
Crossing the high passes of the Tien Shan on horseback had been a
dream for so long - many hours spent poring over the map on my
Almaty apartment wall and now I was living it.
I had lived in Kazakstan for two years and taken advantage of this
horse country to develop my rudimentary riding skills. I had found a
big old state farm that trained racehorses and enjoyed an exhilarating
autumn of riding out on the steppes with Igor, one ot the workers
from the stable. Earlier I had asked Igor to correct my riding but he
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said that I was fine and just needed lots of miles under my belt; and
he was right because as my confidence grew so did my ability to relax
and I felt I was riding better. So began what would become a regular
couple of hours of hard riding on the Steppes to start my weekends.
Then came the ultimate test; turning up one morning to find that
Igor was away but Alex, the boss, said 1 could go out on my own.
Some hesitation on my part - me on my own on a horse; with some
encouragement from Alex, off I went gingerly, very gingerly. I told myself we
only had to walk - the excuse being there was snow on the ground, we might
slip, and it was my first time solo; Spartak (the horse) had other ideas and was
soon bored with this and urging me to go faster. So I took the plunge and we
were trotting; me holding the reins as if the tighter I held them the safer it
would be, but Spartak was as wonderful to ride as ever and did not take
advantage of me being solo maybe he did not know that this was such a big
step for me. It was a wonderful morning and we ended as usual with a
glorious canter across the fields that left me whooping with delight and Spartak
sweating. Walking back to the stable I felt dizzy with the exhilaration; maybe
my dream of undertaking the long horse trip was not so far fetched after all.
With encouragement from friends and family I started planning;
and then disbelief but awed respect from Almaty climbing friends that
1 was really, truly going to buy 3 horses and travel through these huge
mountains, for 3 weeks. Earlier, during a frenzied week-end of driving
from Almaty, I made enquiries about horse markets and availability of
saddles. Horses were available, saddles were not; we had to buy these
in Bishkek (capital of Kyrgyzstan) before the trip. 1 left money with an
acquaintance to buy the horses prior to our arrival.
We arrived in Naryn, a town close to the Chinese border, and met
our horses; they were a sorry site - smaller than we had expected with
protruding ribs and one with a sore on his back. We were thoroughly
disillusioned and speechless, and they had cost more than previously
informed (I was to learn a lot about horse dealers). We tried to swap
them for other fine looking animals in the town but nobody was
interested. 1 had been duped, although Ayichil, a local horseman,
encouraged us to believe that they were fine mountain ponies and
would be up to the journey. After a couple of days of fretting we
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decided we had little choice but to go with these sorry looking beasts,
and duly finished our preparations.
Marushka had joined me for the adventure and we had hired the
services of Ayichil. It was to be an adventure for him too as he had
never been more than 5 days from home and we were planning a 3week trip. He could not see the point of our route and pointed out
we could follow nice easy roads rather than the high valleys and
mountain passes we had planned; however we were paying the money
and he acquiesced to the strange ideas of these foreign women.
The American air force map showed valleys with routes marked but
no settlements between Naryn and Karakol. Looking at the old
Russian military maps revealed that the marked routes were only paths
and it looked very wild rugged country. From other areas visited I
guessed that families would take their animals to the high pastures in
the summer, so we could expect to meet people enroute.
It had taken us some time to get organised but at last we had
organised our food for 3 weeks; purchased saddles and kumchis; and
thrown out all non-essentials as our baggage grew. I had enquired
about horse feed but was looked at dumbly - but of course horses
would graze wherever we stopped, who would ever think of feeding
them.
Ayichil's family had excitedly helped us prepare, and watched our
strange behaviour until at last we began our winding way alongside the
Naryn River. The day was late and we did not go far before stopping
to erect tents and settle by the river to cook our dinner. The day's
travelling had been short but began the pattern of the days ahead.
The coming days were filled with us winding our way through ever
more remote and higher valleys, occasionally stopping for tea, bread
and smirtana2 with Kyrgyz hill men and their families. We would often
be waylaid with cups of Icoumis3 which Marushka relished but I
struggled with.
I had expected to ache a little at first but there was a hardly a time
that one part of our bodies or another were not suffering; of course
our backs ached, the coccyx tormented disproportionately, thighs
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burned and surprisingly given we were not walking my weak knee
struggled. I watched Ayichil ride and soon recognised that Ayichil's
technique was more suited to being in the saddle all day for days on
end than our style (well style is probably not the right word tor my
riding). He sat straight but at ease, his seat firmly in the saddle no
matter what the gait; no rising trot for him4 . Over the next tew weeks
I strove to adopt this easy looking manner and by the end was able to
sit at the trot for up to two hours without a break. It really became as
easy as sitting in your car but a lot more enjoyable. We also began to
learn about journeying with horses and were soon adept at loading the
horses, at staking them out or hobbling them at night, proudly tying
the Kyrgy: horse hitch around their feet.
One evening after looking in vain for water and grazing for some
hours we thankfully arrived at a yak farm. We happened to arrive on
the evening of the annual yak kill; that evening they killed 6 of these
mighty beasts for market plus one to feed the family tor the coming
winter. About 40 yaks had been driven into a large corral where one
chosen beast was separated from the rest. This was no mean feat as
the men charged about waving and the herd stampeded. Clouds of
dust were thrown up around the storming yaks, the evening sun
lighting a shimmering curtain of dust in front of the rolling hills and
high Tien Shan beyond. The yak once separated was shot 3 or 4 times
into his skull - each time his head being thrown back and once
slammed off the wall; his tongue was hanging out and blood dripping,
but still not beaten the yak escaped and the herd opened to shelter
him. Eventually the doomed animal was lassoed and two men were
pulled dramatically around the corral until eventually the rope
wrapped around a stanchion and the animal was held firm. Once the
animal quietened down a third man entered play; his role was to
wallop the animal with an axe until it was stunned allowing yet
another man to cut its throat - as Muslims the animal had to be
butchered halal style. At last the yak was at peace. The animal was
then dragged to the river where the butchering would commence.
Now the work of the women began - their job was to separate, clean
and prepare everything for market. We elected to retire from the
corral after witnessing this first yak kill but happily shared in a choice
selection of cuts of boiled yak for dinner that night. We had been
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riding daily for one week and were not too upset when the next day it
was snowing, providing a good excuse to stay with this family for
another day.

Marushka (left) and Ayichil, the Kyrgyz guide

Continuing on our journey the scenery became wilder and people
less frequent, only coming across families in the high valleys every few
days rather than daily. In the second half of the trip we travelled for 4
days with no sight of people, the paths long faded from existence. For
a couple of days we travelled in bad weather until we reached the
goldmine. After crossing the black slurry rapids we descended upon
the Central Tien Shan meteorology station, perched in the bleak
wilderness on this 3,500m plateau. We sheltered here (for 2 days)
whilst the blizzard raged and our horses stood stoically, picking
through the snow for some grass. Our calls to provide them blankets
or shelter were received with incredulity from Ayichil and the met
men - they were mountain horses and bred for this, and our
sentimental western ideas considered ridiculous.
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Leaving the meteorological station we rode through increasingly
rugged valleys amongst the towering Tien Shan Mountains, the horses
plodded sure-footedly over rock strewn paths and boulder fields. It
was with relief that after a number of days, we came upon an Eden
like valley, wide and green; Ayichil's eyes lit up at the sight of these
acres of prolific grazing; we rode on, quietly drinking in this paradise.
Our horses felt the mood, also enjoying the freedom after so many
days walking on rubble, and then we were cantering; Ayichil's horse
came alongside and lybek, my horse, caught up in the atmosphere,
started to fly - I felt his gait change and for a few wonderful,
adrenaline rushing moments we were galloping - yes really galloping
and it was amazing. Not only had I galloped gaily and but did so with
a baggage horse in tow. The thrill stayed with me for ages,
remembering the moment - still feeling the adrenalin pulsing through
me.
Some of the most exciting moments of our journey had been in the
numerous river crossings that had increased from our first tentative
crossing of bubbling streams and wide rivers to glacier fed raging
torrents. Our last big crossing proved to be the piece de resistance of the
trip and we watched the glacial river for 24 hours to cross it at its
lowest.
I volunteered to go first; my stomach in knots, this was worse than psyching
up for a long anticipated rock climb. When it came to it lybek point blank
refused. Eventually Strawberry, Marushka's horse, agreed to venture out and
then immediately the other horses plunged after it. My earlier reluctant beast
now stormed ahead. I was upstream of Ayichil and his horse was creating a
standing wave which we were almost surfing. The sensation of water rushing
past with the power of the horse surging under me, made me feel as if my body
was floating off in the opposite direction to the horse - very strange. It was
only as we climbed the bank that we realised Marushka's horse had chickened
out, turned back and was still on the opposite bank. Her horse once again
braved the river and forged across; as she came across we noticed that one of
her girth straps was flapping free and she was slowly slipping to one side of the
horse. With the river rushing past, Marushlca had not noticed her slide to the
side. We watched, tensing as she slowly slipped, and then the relief as she
made it safely had us all whooping with delight.
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After 19 days, 462 kilometres and 7,000m of ascent we had made it
through the high passes of the Tien Shan to Karakol. Suddenly there
were my friends Valentin and Galina sweeping me off my feet. We
discovered that we were the first people to have completed this route
and are treated as heroes.
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Ayichil leading Gypsy, the baggage horse, on one of the many river crossings
The next few days were a haze of sleeping, drinking tea and caring
for the horses. Marushka had to leave to catch a plane, while I waited
for the Sunday horse market. I had a wonderful last ride with lybek.
We did not stop at the yurts on the way - the day was for my horse
and me. We cantered high into the valley and stopped at a wonderful
spot with superb grazing for the horse and great views for me. It was
so good to hobble lybek, remove his bridle and allow him to graze
whilst I lay back in a bed of heady smelling grasses and a mass of
flowers, munching on the local bread. This whole trip had seemed so
dreamlike, wandering freely over the hills of Central Asia, but I had
begun to question owning animals for pleasure. Two of our horses
had become good friends, always seeking each other's company over
the last few weeks, and I was planning to sell them, separating them
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with their never understanding why. They had been good
companions, working so hard for us and after only a few weeks we sell
them on. New land, new owners, different climate. It felt very
exploitive - was 1 being too emotional, attaching human sentiments to
animals. I dreaded selling them.

The rugged and beautiful landscape of the Tien Shan

The big day dawned and I went to the horse market. People were
very interested to see a foreign woman in the market selling horses,
but it turned out that this plus the saddles were an attraction and
assisted in my sale. As we entered the market, people were shouting
offers at me, what to do, where to stand, - it was overwhelming. I said
no to all offers for a while, watching what was going on. One old man
was interested in two horses for 9,000 som but I was aiming higher. I
laugh and tell him one for 6,000 - 4,500 he responds, 6,000 - 5,000,
5,800 and so it goes on and eventually I accept 5,200 for Strawberry.
A young lad tries out lybek and canters him, wheeling around to
return; I sell my lybek for another 5,200 my heart in my mouth but
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trying not to be emotional amongst these tough hill men. I am left
with Gypsy, our baggage horse but eventually I sell him too. I was very
upset watching him go - the last, he looked at me with such big sad
eyes. They were all gone and our adventure was truly over.
At the market I learnt that they look for horses whose ribs
protruded as this showed that the animals were willing workers - this
had certainly turned out to be the case with our horses who had
worked so hard. I also realised that I could buy and sell horses myself
and not have to rely on middlemen. The trip gave me a lot of
confidence in travelling by horse and an experience which I hope to
repeat.

1
2
3
4

kumchi - a local riding crop
smirtana - thick fresh cream
koumis - fermented mares' milk
Saddles and riding style were more akin to western style than English
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The Road Home Over Shap
Stella Adams

Up into the damp drizzle
Curling away into a dull grey light
The road stretches, and turns
Where the darkness tugs at the bracken
And fingers of tog linger on the flimsy ferns.

Locked in a capsule, untouched by the night,
I travel. Unseeing, unfeeling, thoughts far away
To other times, on bright summer's mornings I've passed this way.
My mind orders today, and makes plans for tomorrow
Giving no thought to the journey ahead.

I'm cocooned in the warmth
Hurling forward into the dark
The undulating greyness of the road, the sky
The drizzle, disguises the stark,
Sharp shapes of the roadside rocks.

And over the heather, the sodden mist hangs
Drenching the senses. Disorientated and confused
I slow down, braking gently. Concentrate, head lights diffused
No glimmer of light,
No lines to guide the way tonight.

Alert to the feeling I'm travelling alone.
Alert and listening to the lowered, dull, engine tone,
I know I'm climbing up. Up to where the unending darkness dwells
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Up to the moors, the heather and the fells
Is this, or have I already passed Shap Wells?
Where the broad span of the straight road
Cuts through the fire-dead firs.

Or am I approaching the summit
Where the granite spire stands?
And shares some thought and care for other times
When this small twisted road was a busy thoroughfare,
A vital link for travellers and trading nation's wares.
WTien juggernauts northwards chugged and whined.
Summer slowness surpassing the stillness of winter snow confined.
And it remembers too, folks from this locality,
Who, on night like these gave hope
Help, warmth and hospitality.

But now the dense, thick fog cloaks around my car.
Headlights hardly scratch the air.
I travel, eyes straining, into the night I stare.
The change of engine tone heralds
The steep descent to Borrowdale's bed,
That narrow dip, and after it,
The tight blind bends ahead.

Steering around each turn and twist,
Tyres swishing, I descend and rise, ebbing and flowing
On a black tide.
For tonight I'm alone on a grey sea,
Passing grey shapes of unlit houses on the hillside's lee.
With frosted roofs like white sails. In sea-grey fields
Pale shapes of huddles sheep like white waves foaming,
Now the little wind generator moaning.
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And then, beyond the fog, I see
The faint red glow ot tail lights flickering.
I follow cautiously.
Down past the woods festooned in swirling mist,
Drawing me on, mile on soggy mile,
Down each curve and twist.
Past the old Jungle Cafe, the garage and "The Plough"
And down the Watchgate sweep and curve,
Longsleddale's road end. The orange glow of Kendal now
Beckoning to the final mile and home.
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From the Couvercle Hut
(August 1961)
Shirley Angell (then Waynforth)
During the summer I went on an M.A. Intermediate Course. I had
been in the Alps before and not done anything in particular so I
thought there was nothing like being really businesslike and acquiring
enough experience and technique to climb by myself if necessary.
I was extremely fortunate in having Doug Scott as tutor, though I
never again expect to do so much in so short a time! On the first day
we humped a week's supplies up to the Couvercle Hut from
Montenvers, had an hour's rest and climbed the Moine, on the next
day we traversed the Nonne and climbed the Eveque, and after that
everyone said they needed a gentle day (including me, incidentally) so
Doug organised a three hour - see guide book - stroll up the glacier to
the Col Des Cristeaux. For me he had more in store.
We all started at 3 a.m. on a gorgeous starlit night and almost
immediately lost the path down to the glacier. We hopefully stumbled
down slabs and rubble with inadequate torches and touched down on
ice with considerable relief on my part. I like bed. I do not get up early
to watch dawn from the back door.
Far away up the glacier was a speck of light, so we charged up after
it. Soon the gradient increased and crampons became necessary, then
the glacier swung round to the right and we made our way to the snow
couloirs on the left hand side. We crossed the bergschrund easily over
an avalanche cone and started up in a steep diagonal line to the rock
outcrop. One of our party here decided he would rather sunbathe at
the hut, so he turned back and we watched him safely over the
bergschrund before continuing. After the rock rib there was another
steep snow slope with rocks here and there, then we were at the top.
The others were now left to sunbathe or tackle a small peak to the
left, while Doug and I did the Mummery -Ravenel traverse. This is a
five hour climb, graded "Severe" and I was already tired so I protested
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feebly but on the other hand I was absolutely longing to do it. We
went along the ridge towards it and 1 did not notice any difference in
two pitches which were supposed to be severe, so I plucked up
courage. Then Doug did a magnificent 150 ft. lead up the steep
smooth slabs which start the climb. It was fairly delicate and not
strenuous so I started to enjoy myself thoroughly.
Here we were held up by a party in front, as they were painstakingly
doing one pitch at a time and we had done three in one. After gaining
more height we reached a strenuous layback, for which we gave the
party in front a shoulder, then a delicate traverse to the right towards
the col between the two peaks. Now we were in the glorious sunshine
- it was marvellous to warm up while waiting for the people in front.
We now tackled the Mummery. It is very fine rock to climb on,
firm and rough. For some reason the party in front of us left two
karabiners halfway up a crack on the right, so Doug climbed up above
and I had the little job of retrieving them. This was certainly not
difficult with a top rope and I was only perplexed as to how they got
there in the first place !
At the top we caught up with the young French couple and the
people we had been following, but all the waiting was worthwhile,
because it meant we could use theirs for abseiling. I had been dreading
the abseils because our rope was "Extra-full" weight and I knew from
sad experience that when I tried to go down it the friction was too
great and I stuck to it like glue, i.e. it took a great deal more energy to
go down then up ! As it was I floated down a silky half-weight and had
the luxury of a safety line. The Ravenel was very easy after the
Mummery, but I was glad of a shove up a strenuous bit. When we
reached the top, we found that the abseil piton was in no more than a
quarter inch of rock, held in place by a loose slab, but nobody seemed
to mind. Four lovely long abseils brought us to the bottom of the
steep part, then I led down, and up on to the ridge. On reaching our
rucksacks we found a tin of sardines left by the others and had them
on huge chunks of bread. The French boy and girl joined us and
offered a swig of Liquorice water, which we accepted gratefully. It was
now well on in the afternoon and the snow was soggy, but on starting
down, I found that the top layer gently swished off to reveal ice
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beneath, so back I went to put crampons on. We followed the French
couple down, as they had worked it out to a fine art. They went
straight down to a rock outcrop, traversed till they were above the next
one and repeated the performance. We eventually reached the rock
rib, traversed it, and went straight down the snow to the bergschrund,
Doug got a good belay and sent me ahead to jump across. On reaching
the upper lip I had a nasty surprise: in the middle of a deep, wide gap
there was a snow bulge sticking up and in the middle of the bulge was
a foot-print. I poised precariously and asked for a lot of rope, then
jumped for the snow bulge. Doug thought I had arrived, so I found
myself belayed again and could hardly manage to step off on to the
other side. Then continuing a few yards, I made a good firm stance.
When Doug reached the gap he was somewhat startled and the
thought must have crossed his mind that he was a good deal heavier
than I. However, it didn't cave in and the way was now easy.
Clouds billowed up the valley as we charged downwards and when
we reached the dry glacier it was pretty misty. Here we unroped and I
went on while Doug coiled the rope. I couldn't see a thing but carried
on hopefully and eventually the clouds parted to give me a glimpse of
the hut. Doug passed me as I began the path leading up from the
glacier and I arrived back tired but satisfied after a fourteen-and-half
hour day.
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Three Climbs
(Adam Rib - Left Edge - Manx Wall)
Val Hennelly

Do you know where these are? In cwms off the beaten track where
on a fine summer day the only creatures apart from you will be the
sheep and the ravens.
Why do you climb, is it for the sociability of Tremadog, the
climbers gathered in the sunshine, playing on the crags and lounging
in the Gate?
Is it for the airiness of Gogarth where eroding rock, beckoning sea
and overhanging vegetation make you wish for wings? Will any rock
do as long as it is hard enough to set the internal chemical factories
producing, combining bodily highs with mental detoxes?
It's a personal thing and I expect for most of us it's the menu of
days out that is part of the pull. It's as if we have a tine restaurant at
our disposal - one that guarantees constant favourites with new dishes
you hadn't thought of - so you keep going back to see what's new. Or
maybe it's more like a wine list - light airy summer wines, heavy
complex reds, new grape varieties and new vineyards to try. Perhaps
my penchant for wine is why Iceland has never really appealed to me.
But faced with a question of my favourite choice on the wine list I
would have to choose long, easy days in the hills. I'll drink all the
others, and enjoy the variety, but given the right day and the right
companions I will be laying cunning plans for a walk in, a climb with
the sacs most likely and a fine view point to finish. This is a tale of
three such days in the summer of 2003. A summer when a shoulder
problem gave me the perfect reason not to push my grade, but instead
to explore those corners I had just never quite made it to before. It's a
celebration of the delights we have on our doorstep and hopefully a
temptation to you to turn your back on the crowds and head for the
hills one fine day ......
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Adam Rib
It was early June and the heather was not out. We were an unfit
trio and wanted something different that was not too far. The Paul
Williams guide suggested that you could drive a significant amount of
the way to Craig Cwm Ddu and so Sally Keir, who had been there
before, Hazel Preece and I set off to the back of beyond, driving
through old slate heaps, up the back of Fron. You couldn't drive that
far, not in a Ford Escort anyway, but it was a pretty and easy walk in
with fine views to the north.
Finding the way to the climb was a challenge. We knew we wanted
to drop into the corrie, the question was where. We back and forthed
a bit along the shoulder, peering down 70 degree heather and
persuaded ourselves of a path contouring around the bottom to the
imposing, but vegetated, back wall. But how to get there? With a lot
of sweating and scratches and a headoverheels down a scree runnel in
my case, and when gained the path was not that good! We were a
dishevelled and hot party that finally and argumentatively arrived at
the bottom of the climb.
Now Craig Ddu is an imposing spot. There are more routes there
than Adam Rib, choosing lines up dramatic and tottery looking towers
and faces, and a myriad of gullies and traversing terraces to spend a
fine day. It was an act of faith to decide we were at the start, because
there was no evidence that any man or woman had trod there before,
and Sally had developed amnesia. Was this because she had wiped
some dreadful experience from her recollection? In that green,
looming spot this seemed highly possible to someone as skittish as me.
The first pitch was rock and veg; the second pitch was veg, rock, not a
lot of gear, and quite a lot of whining. Yours truly was on the sharp
end. The third pitch was more rock and Sally disappeared with speed.
And what was the fourth pitch? The guidebook is as taciturn as an
SMC publication - go the only way you can. What did that mean?
Should I tell you here or let you go there and find out? I caught up
with a grinning Sally perched a cheval on her belay and I caught my
breath.
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No veg up here, just an immaculate pitch that soared to the top and
it was mine! And it was a joy ot intricate climbing, perfect protection
and superb position. There was only one slight problem - we had our
sacks because \vc certainly weren't going back down into the corrie
again, and the pitch was going to challenge Hazel on her first outing
of the year sans the sack, so what to do? This was not a day for epics
and a quietly efficient sac hauling project got under way and soon all
the party and sacks were reunited on top of the world!

Left Edge (and Central Route)
Cokie van der Velde and I had done our responsible bit for the
weekend - finishing off the barbeque and it was a gorgeous Sunday.
Now I had only visited the Atlantic Slabs (Carnedd y Ffiliast) once
before on a dour day and had exited by The Ridge - a recommended
moderate scramble - in increasingly wet weather. Maggie Ingram had
been more intrepid that day climbing Left Edge, but then she did have
a nocturnal descent. So I had an itch to scratch and the Atlantic Slabs
were the cure.
To get here you go down the old road in Ogwen nearly to where
the slag heaps start, and you park by a stream and struggle up a convex
grass slope that goes on for ever. The Atlantic Slabs are magic. I
remember the first time I really looked at them as I walked up the long
ridge from Bethesda to Pen yr Ole Wen on the other side - they
lounge magnificently in a silver and red glitter in a remote cwm at the
western end of the Glyders - you don't see them on a casual walk, nor
even on doing the fourteen 3000s because you have turned off to
Elidir Fawr before you go past them. There is nothing hard there, and
you can throw away some of the holds, but they are pretty, and the
climbing between the choss is delicate, padding stuff on rough red
rock.
But the approach is not much fun. And surprise, surprise there's
not much of a path up or down. Knowing about the down bit I had a
cunning variant - we would climb Left Edge and then angle across the
top of the slabs to the top of Red Wall which is reputedly cleaner and
nicer than anything else there. The descent from Red Wall did not
look as bad as the descent from the top.
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Left Edge is another route without much description. But once you
have found it there is no room for doubt and the blue skies and dry
rock allowed us to revel in the delight of swift, delicate climbing, so
pleasant even the sacs didn't weigh us down. It finished all too
quickly and part B of the plan swung into action. The traverse was
not airy, just unnerving on slightly dodgy weather beaten slabs. But
then we found red slab and all was fine again. We dumped the sacks
and scrambled to the bottom. Still not much wear to give a clue to
the start, but it all went at a reasonable grade and in two long pitches
was ours. Gear was spaced but good and we wanted it to go on for
longer the moves were so fine.
The descent was notable because the farmers had had a burn of the
hillside so there was soot everywhere and soon all over us. The burnt
heather scratched and the only entertainment was seeing that the grey
looming sheep were having an even harder time of it.
Manx Wall
You will have heard of this one because it's in Classic Rock. The
black and white photographs suggest a powerful, slightly scary spot,
and probably for that reason I had always had a good reason not to go
there before. But I was out with Sal again, and taking advantage of a
companion who will indulge my taste for long walks it was the
inevitable choice on a hot August day. The approach choice was more
of a challenge. Manx Wall is set high in Cwm Cneifion - the final
pitch lands you on the summit ridge of Glyder Fawr.
We were up early so we decided on soloing up the Ordinary Route
on Idwal Slabs, and then carrying on up Seniors Ridge before
traversing into the cwm. We arrived at the Slabs to find a few people
there but not too many to spoil the plan. We unnerved the pair in
front, who obviously dismissed us as a couple ot gals, and then had us
biting their heels as they scuttled up the crack with speed to maintain
their egos. It made for a fast approach and we were smug for a while.
This was until I decided to traverse into the cwm too early and we
spent a significant amount of time turning difficult ribs, being forced
to concede height all the while, until we eventually made it to the crag.
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There isn't as much rock in Cwm Cneifion as Cwm Ddu, but it is a
lot scarier. This crag looked big. The route started halfway up it. It
was a scramble up a vertical cleft to the start. . .
We geared up and left the sacks at the bottom. I am not wedded to
carrying the things always! People had trod here more recently probably the last winter by the scratches on the rock. The gully was
straightforward but intimidating, and I was determined for once not
to be intimidated. I was going to be calm, easy-going and confident,
because I had taken a long time to get to this day. Even so the main
rock step made me think, and the pull into a field of bluebells made
me tremor.
The route is discernible as you stand in the bog and the blue bells.
It looks broken and dirty and, here's that word again, intimidating.
But we weren't going to be daunted and I set off along it, with the
normal level of vocal whining that indicated I was not entirely happy
with my place in the world. There was adequate gear, and the odd
scratch but not a lot of clues to guide the way as you traverse out and
the clitf drops away. The second pitch was hard to crack. There is a
key point at which if you look and step left instead of trying to go
straight up you will find the way. It leads to a brilliant stance below
what the guide describes as imposing overhangs, or at least you hope
that is where you are. The slab is not as delicate as the guide would
make out, but the comic quality ot the subsequent moves had us both
giggling with glee. The tinal crack relies on the mechanical soundness
ot a flake that has been there for years. One big pull and it's all over
bar the waltz to the summit and the ultimate climbing ego boost ot
sauntering out in front of the walkers to set the belay.
We started at 1 pm and were near the sacks at 4. Another team
were halfway up the approach gully, and were putting a rope on for
the rock step. We thought this did not bode well for them, but then
they would have had the advantage of seeing us on the face, and of
course the giveaway chalk to reassure them some women had been
that way before.
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Penon de Ifach
Rosemary Scott

We come down into the town carrying coils,
Still helmeted,
The metal gear hanging at our hips,
Swinging with the stride.

Having climbed, and failed
And climbed again. A little soberer,
Bent on survival not triumph,
After that first retreat.

We come through gardens of flowers,
Limestone grown with hellebore and thyme,
Myrtle, rosemary, the scented lavender.
The new flowers of Spanish spring

Our boots echo on the mirrored rock
Our shouts of laughter, danger past,
Brighten the sun.

And two old men say? Arriba?
We nod. Yes, we were there.
In other days, the tramp of marching feet,
The swing of steel,
Would send the inhabitants indoors,
Shutting the blinds.
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In time of war, the rock itself
Becomes a citadel.
The people crowd through tunnels
Reaching the gardens beyond the gate.
Shutting out strangers, waiting breathlessly
Till all alarm is gone, all breath of war.

But still today, in April in the spring,
We feel the eyes, the whispered voices.
Here are the sandaled legions, here the swords,
The crested helmets, here the victory
Never free from fear.

Penon de Ifach
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BIRTHS
Louise Pellett
a daughter - Rachel - May 2004
Elizabeth Fraser
a daughter - Sadie - September 2004
Mary French
a daughter - Rowan - January 2005

DEATHS
Jean Brazier 2002
Suzanne Gibson 2003
Maud Godward 2003
Sheila McKemmie 2005
Kit Stewart 2005
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Suzanne Gibson
Pinnacle Club 1952-2002

Suzanne Gibson died on 22nd February 2003. She was an
Honorary Member who had been Secretary, Dinner Organiser, and
Auditor as well as serving on the Committee several times. In 1957
she and Eileen Gregory represented the Club at a reception to
celebrate the Centenary Year of the Alpine Club, attended by the
Queen and the Duke of Edinburgh.
Suzanne first discovered the mountains in 1947, after the death of
her first husband in action. She read of the Pinnacle Club in Dorothy
Pilley's 'Climbing Days' and then met Mrs Lockwood (an early
member and wife of Mr Lockwood of Lockwood's Chimney fame)
after a mix-up in bookings at the PyG. Mrs Lockwood directed her to
Cwm Dyli, where she met Nea Morin, who encouraged her to join the
club and put her in touch with the Secretary, Annette, who also lived
and worked in Bristol.
Suzanne was very active from the 50's to the 80's, and even when
age began to limit her outdoor activities, she continued to come to
dinners and the anniversary meets and loved meeting new and
younger members.
Much of Suzanne's climbing was on the traditional crags of North
Wales, on climbs nowadays much less fashionable but still offering on
a good day an unequalled climbing experience. Her first route with
the Club was 'Ridge Route' on Lliwedd, and she also climbed
regularly on crags such as the Milestone Buttress, the east face ot
Tryfan, the Idwal Slabs and Craig yr Ysfa. Not much mention of
roadside crags such as Tremadog, etc, though they did occasionally
climb in the Llanberis Pass. In those days they often walked from the
hut, not only to Lliwedd but sometimes as far as Tryfan, while the
Parson's Nose was a popular alternative way up Snowdon. Maybe
we're too dependent on our cars nowadays!
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Suzanne was a regular attender at joint Pinnacle Club and Ladies
Alpine Club meets in the 60's and 70's and in the 1980's she went on
the "Golden Oldies" expedition to the Himalayas. In 1971 she
attended the RHM in Yugoslavia.
I first met Suzanne when I joined the club in 1980 and I remember
her gentle friendliness, not to mention her driving! There was a
certain dash and casualness in her approach not helped very much by
her continually forgetting to wear her driving glasses. She used to give
me lifts up from Hereford to North Wales, and I soon learnt to say
"Suzanne, what about your glasses.7 "
Suzanne was famous in the club for her neatness and attention to
appearance in even the most trying circumstances. In Evelyn Leech's
article in the 1958 journal she tells of Suzanne hanging upside down
with her foot wedged and at the same time managing to tuck in loose
strands of her hair and apply her lipstick. In 1960 Suzanne's nail file
came into use to open the urn containing the ashes of Dr Catherine
Corbett.
What I will always remember about Suzanne is her gentle smile and
warm interest in what ever you had been doing - we shall miss her.
Sally Keir

If there is a downside to a long and active life, then it must be
outliving all one's contemporaries and being known to the next
generation merely as a "wonderful tor her age". Suzanne was bit of a
tiger in her day and would surely have knocked spots oft me, climbing
without all the modern kit we are used to. However, we first met in
1974 when she was a popular long-standing member, quick to
welcome shy newcomers. Over the years she was always around; always
cheerful, interested in everyone's activities, and never getting any older.
When I brought a small daughter to meets, she adored Suzanne. We
would watch Suzanne's morning "toilette" in fascination, as she piled
up her beautiful long silvery hair into an elegant bun, applied a
discreet "face", with a colourful scarf as a finishing touch. Suzanne
always looked great on or off the hill, in all weathers. In photos of
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meets in the 1950's, Suzanne is the one with the gorgeous legs,
making clumpy nailed boots and hairy socks look chic. In her 70's,
those same legs carried her up the rock with grace and style. We
climbed Hope on Idwal Slabs together and she was a delight to watch,
moving neatly and smoothly, loving the climbing and bubbling over
with enjoyment on the long descent. There must have been a hidden
steely determination behind a pretty exterior, because she had more
than her share of sorrows: she once said "You have to keep going;
don't stop, or you will never get going again!"
Jane Stedman

Maud Godward
Pinnacle Club 1954-2003

Maud was by profession a seaweed expert. She graduated in 1931
from Queen Mary College, University of London with a degree in
botany, and then spent her career as a member of the academic staff at
the College. In due course she became a professor and an
international authority on seaweeds. Indeed, she was a founder
member of the British Phycological Society and a host at its first AGM
in 1953. That was a busy year for Maud, as it was also the year she
joined the Ladies Alpine Club.
When Shirley Angell was preparing her history of the Pinnacle
Club Maud wrote to her telling how she started climbing, and
describing her early days in the Club. Much of her letter is
reproduced in the book, and Maud comes across as a very enthusiastic
and determined climber. Her introduction to climbing was via a
photo of young people festooned with ropes, which was in a
newspaper she was reading over someone's shoulder while on the
Tube. She bought her own copy of the paper, read about the newly
formed Mountaineering Association, and booked up a place to attend
a course. One of her tutors was Gwen Moffat.
She joined the Pinnacle Club in 1954 as an Associate Member,
proposed by Denise Morin (Nea's daughter, now Denise Evans),
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becoming a full member in 1955. She must have been in her forties at
this time, though I have no confirmed information. Nea was a star of
the Club, and since she and Maud were based in the south of England
Harrison's Rocks were a regular venue. She served as a Committee
member in 1959 and 1963-65.
Having done the Beginners and Intermediate courses she
progressed to a Mountaineering Association course in the Alps, and
was hooked. As she says, she had 10 "glorious seasons", sometimes
guided, sometimes with Penny Storey, Joan Busby or Margaret
Darvall. In PC Journal no 8 she described an ascent of the Younggrat
on the Breithorn with friend and guide Gottlieb Perren in 1956. Still
regarded as a serious route today (the 1975 guide recommends ice
pegs) Perren did it in 10 point crampons and with a single rock peg
which fell out. Despite the pauses while he shot a cine film of the
ascent, they took 9.5 hours to reach the top - my 1975 guidebook says
to allow 9 hours. If you have a copy of the journal do read this gripping
piece - if not, let me know and I will copy it for you.
Maud became a tutor for the Mountaineering Association, leading
courses in the Lakes and Wales, and took great pleasure in teaching.
After she became less active she made a point of attending the New
Year meet in Wales, certainly till the mid 1970s.
I never knew Maud, but would be interested to receive any other
information about her.
Margaret Clennett

Sheila McKemmie 1948-2005
Pinnacle Club 1981

2005

Many of the more recent members of the Pinnacle Club will not
have met Sheila as she had been living in new Zealand since 1988, but
those of us who knew her and climbed with her in the 70's and 80's
couldn't fail to be fired up with some of her incredible enthusiasm for
the mountains.
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Sheila was born in Morningsicle, Edinburgh in 1948. She attended
a convent school and went on to train as a nurse at Leith Hospital.
She then went on to work in various hospitals in Scotland and trained
in midwifery and transplant surgery, eventually coming to Leeds to
live with Carl and getting a job as theatre specialist in the transplant
unit at Jimmy's. In the mid 70's she joined the Yorkshire
Mountaineering Club and as well as a busy working life she kept
herself occupied with climbing, caving, running, cycling, gardening,
cooking, motorcycling, socialising and making the most of the local
culture. She especially loved concerts and the ballet.
This was when I met Sheila, as I was already a member of the YMC.
For several years after that we climbed, ran, ski-ed, cycled, caved and
had many adventures together. In 1981 we joined the Pinnacle Club
in order to meet more like-minded women and were not
disappointed. Frustrated by not having enough time or money for
travel and adventures abroad we eventually decided to save up for a
year off work. I took in lodgers and Sheila worked for a year in Saudi
Arabia. In 1986 oft we went. This was a turning point in both our
lives. We had a wonderful year with many exciting times and at the
end of it we both settled down, me in Sheffield with Mike and Sheila
in New Zealand with Brin who we'd met whilst tramping in the bush
and he was working there as a hunter for the National Park.
After settling in NZ Sheila got various jobs in the South Island
including sheep shearing, working in the tourist industry, and
nursing. She eventually obtained a post as a staff nurse in the
operating theatre in Invercargill which involved staying there during
her 4 day working week, driving home to Arrowtown for a long
weekend, which was divided between spending time with Brin,
tending the house and garden, and getting into the mountains.
Her enthusiasm for the hills was second to none. She was an
excellent mountaineer, climber and ski-er and was more than generous
when it came to sharing her knowledge with others. Her stories of
trips and adventures left everyone exhausted just listening to them.
She did some impressive mountaineering trips in New Zealand
including several ascents of Mount Aspiring, Mount Tasman and
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climbed Mount Cook with an all female team to celebrate the
anniversary of the suffragette movement in 1993.
On Sheila's visits to the UK, which she made every two years for 6
weeks she would fit in more travelling than most people manage in a
year, and always caught up with all her friends and family. Even on
her last visit of 3 weeks when sadly she knew she would be saying good
bye to everyone she left no one out and visited all her favourite spots
in Yorkshire and Scotland and still walked everyone else off their feet.
In between her very hectic schedule of work, socialising and
outdoor activities she always found time to keep in touch with her
family and many friends in the UK, and was an avid letter writer.
However in spite of all the practice she never improved on her spelling
- that is until the eventual use of the Internet and the ingenious spell
check.
Sheila discovered that she had advanced cancer after breaking her
arm on a mountaineering expedition in January 2004. She faced it
with a typically Sheila attitude of "Oh well, here it is, get on with it."
For the next year she battled with the illness with great courage and a
huge sense of humour in a way that the rest of us can only wonder at.
She filled everyday with as many adventures as she could, which
obviously had to be modified to be within her capabilities, but never
lost her enthusiasm for the hills for her friends, family and
entertaining people. Even up until her last few weeks she was on the
phone and the internet recounting her adventures and the
misfortunes she had encountered with her incapacity, never with any
sense of pity or regret, but her usual Sheila-ish matter of fact manner,
and her sense of humour was with her to the end.
When Sheila finally lost her battle on January 27 th 2005 it left a
huge hole in many peoples lives on both sides ot the world. Obviously
the biggest hole has been and will be for a long time at the humpy in
Arrowtown that she had shared with Brin for 15 years. Brin had been
Sheila's rock for all that time and especially for the last year and our
hearts go out to him and the rest of the family. No one could have
shown greater love, devotion and practical help as Brin in the way he
cared for her in that last year of her life.
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Sheila was larger than life and one of the most generous,
entertaining and enthusiastic people I have ever known and I am so
grateful to have had the privilege ot meeting her and being able to
spend so much time with her. We'll all be with her again one day and
can look forward to her organising us on many more adventures with
her and always with the bottle of Copper Beech in the Rucksack.
Organisation was another of Sheila's great attributes and this
showed to the last in her funereal. She had planned it out in fine
detail with the help of Brin and Carl and by all accounts it was just as
she had visualised. Lots of memories, stories of adventures, laughter,
and music, but Sheila was far too modest to ever imagine the sadness
and sense ot loss everyone would feel.
I have to finish with Ken Tilford's last words in his obituary for
Sheila in the YMC newssheet:
"The most fitting of tribute to Sheila however, came from her
mother -1 have no regrets for Sheila, she lived life to the full and did
exactly what she wanted."
Mary Waters

Kit Stewart
Pinnacle Club 2000 - 2005

Kit was a close friend to many PC members before she finally
joined the club in 2000.
I met Kit in 1982, just after she retrained as a science teacher after
working for many years as an instructor in outdoor activities. At that
time she was leading El and accompanying Jill Lawrence and Gill
Price on harder routes. The stories ot their antics on trips were
outrageous, with hair raising epics. Gill Price claims that Kit helped to
change her life when Gill went for a month's outward bound course
where Kit was one of her instructors. Gill started the course as a cleric
and two days after she finished jacked her job in and never
looked back. Kit had an empowering influence on many people's lives.
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Kit Stewart climbing at Sa Gubia, Majorca

Whilst Kit was instructing she climbed a lot but after this time work
and other interests distracted her from hard climbing. She was a keen
and prolific gardener. At Kit's funeral we were amused by the story of
her peas winning first prize in a local show, unbeknown to Kit who
was on holiday at the time. They had been entered by her
neighbouring allotment holder! A funny and yet sad sequel to this
took place when her courgettes won second prize in the Ennerdale
show, 6 weeks after her death, having been entered by the daughter of
a neighbour. Having recently moved up to Cumbria Kit had entered a
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happy and positive phase of her life and was up for all sorts. On her
recent sea kayaking trip to Raasay Kit described how on a beautiful
calm day a whale had breached clean out of the water in front of her
boat, gigantic and shining. Kit knew in a very deep sense how
beautiful the wild and mountainous places around us are and for Kit
the experience ot such beauty was profound and encompassing. She
was enjoying climbing again but she was much more than a climber,
she was a great outdoors woman. In the past she had been a notable
orienteer and enjoyed white water kayaking and canoeing and caving.
She was proud to be Scottish and loved the Scottish wilderness.
Since joining the club she had also made many new friends and
climbing companions and was very active within the club. She had
been on RHMs and on "Cathy Tours" on the Moroccan adventure.
She was a very experienced and competent climber which makes her
death , due to a moment's inattention while tying a knot for abseiling,
all the more difficult to accept. Above everything Kit was a steady and
reliable friend, a person who was fun loving and sociable and with
deeply held values and ideals.
A quote marked in book given to her close triend Hilary by Sorley
MacLean:
"But if I had the choice again
And stood on that headland
I would leap from heaven or hell
With a whole spirit and heart"
Mandy Glanvill
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The Joy of Climbing
by Terry Gfford

The deliberate title of this book - a play on another 'Joy' book offers a clue to the approach the author takes. It's very self-reflecting
and self conscious. Terry Gifford seems uncertain he has a style of his
own and so states in his prologue that he writes in other people's
styles to give an atmosphere to different articles. I found this hard
going as an approach, and only really enjoyed the more factual articles,
like the one on Elizabeth Coxhead, rather than the narrative tales. It
is also liberally scattered with TG's poetry which I don't think
improves the flow or presentation.
This is a shame because it has lots of ingredients that should make
it good - an author who obviously loves climbing and its community,
a delectable mix of middle grade climbs in the UK and abroad and
finally a cast list including several Pinnacle Club members - Stella
Adams on page 1, Cathy Woodhead credited with inspiring TG's
partner to lead climbs and Joanna Newton giggling her way up a
buttress in Choire Mhic Fheachair.
So I would use it for ideas, but don't be surprised if it's not a
gripping read.
Val Hennelly

In the Ghost Country
by Peter Hillary
Mainstream Publishing £15.99
ISBN I-84018-835-9

Here is an account of three men aiming to ski to the South Pole,
with not one atom of compatibility or camaraderie between them.
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We are led into Hillary's quest by tales of the expeditions of Scott,
Shackleton and Amundsen.
Peter Hillary realised that he could not postpone his 1998 attempt
to ski to the South Pole, in order to find a more compatible team, as
the sponsors would withdraw funding in the face- of media attention
on the Olympics and the America's Cup the following year. As there
were no scheduled major media events to compete for public
attention the trip had to be undertaken in 1998.
Hillary recognised that the lack of compatibility and compassion
between the team ot three, himself, Eric Philips and Jon Muir would
lead to poor teamwork, and so it proved. Spending three months
travelling 900 miles in harsh, inhospitable conditions and living
together in one small tent lead to loathing and loneliness. Hillary's
mind withdraws into memories of his friends on expeditions and his
family for emotional comfort and he hallucinates that his mother
(who died in a plane crash) is there walking with him. These
imaginings support him where his present companions do not.
I found this book moving, absorbing and compelling.
Maggie Ingram

Millican Dalton
A Search For Romance And Freedom

By M.D. Entwhistle
Mountainmere Research 2004
ISBNO-9547213-0-6

This is a biographical tribute to the man who became known as the
Borrowdale Caveman. It's a book that celebrates an idiosyncratic
individual who chose a lifestyle devoid of any comforts provided by
the modern world.
At the turn of the 20rh century and increasingly unhappy working in
the mundane world of insurance, the thirty-something Dalton created
a new life. He immersed himself completely in the outdoors, living in
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caves, woodland and under canvas for the rest of his days. Perhaps
unsurprisingly, we discover he was also teetotal, vegetarian, a
philosopher and a pacifist.
Entwhistle observes that Dalton has not been afforded his proper
place in the history of climbing in this country. Although not a new
router or a hard man, his 100% devotion to the outdoor life
encompassed full-time climbing, mountaineering and guiding.
Entwhistle points out that Dalton's activities in Borrowdale pre-dated
Bentley Beetham's by over 20 years. Dalton probably just never
bothered to record his routes. He worked as a guide and an instructor
at a time when such activities where not commonplace. Uninterested
in money Dalton provided his services freely, happy to provide such
experiences for altruistic reasons.
Dalton was perhaps one of the first individuals to make use of
advertising and publicity to promote his guiding activities and there
are some intriguing references to a "guiding war" in the Lakes in the
late 1920's (although Dalton, with his Quaker background and
pacifist views held no truck with such conflict).
Dalton lived until 1947 - his 80th year - and was rarely if ever ill
(despite a lifelong devotion to smoking Woodbines). Ironically, it was
the infamous winter of 1947 that finally saw him off after his wooden
hut in the Chilterns burned down and he opted to live in his tent
rather than warmer accommodation.
Entwhistle admits his research leaves gaps in the picture painted.
He's had to rely on written record because of limited access to people
with a personal connection to Dalton. We can only guess at the
relationship aspect of his life for example (Entwhistle suggests it could
have been non-existent). There's too much reliance for my tastes on
detailed reproduction of written material particularly early on. It's in
the content drawn from personal anecdotes that you start to get
glimpses of the humanity in the man.
The Pinnacle Club is indirectly represented by the references to
Mabel Barker, a long time friend and climbing companion. Dalton
was, it seems, a new man before it became fashionable and was an
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early advocate of mixed-sex groups for guiding. Barker, incidentally,
provides many of the photographic contributions.
Entwhistle's style seems to fit his subject and the era. It's a bit
quaint and old-fashioned, as if he's got caught up with the language in
the documents he's been reading. He doesn't always choose the right
word for his meaning and steers close to preaching when extolling the
virtues ot Dalton and his values. He's rather in thrall to his hero and
I personally prefer my heroes flawed. Here's a man who always wore
shorts (arguably Dalton invented them way before Baden-Powell put
his scouts in them), favoured puttees over socks, and made all his
own clothes and outdoor equipment. This type of individuality
deserves something a little less reverential. You can't be a maverick
and wear a halo. Maybe it was that night he visited Pixie Poole in her
caravan ....
Fred Reynolds
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